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In the "Letters to the Editor" section of this
issue you will notice three letters relating to the
certification of hang gliders.
First of all, I
would like to thank Bill Moyes for making these
letters available, when it may be seen as being
in the interests of manufacturers to play down
the problems being highlighted by the letters. By
placing the safety of his fellow pilots above any
other conSideration, Bill has once again shown his
total dedication to the future of our sport, and
for this, we owe him a debt of gratitude.
From the text of Mike Meier's letter, it is clear
that the alarming incidence of accidents involving
pitch-overs, tumbles and structural failures of
certified gliders is causing increasing concern
that the current standards may be lacking In several Important areas. Whether or not this is actually so, the mere fact that the president of the
H.G.M.A. should be calling that organisation's
own standards into question is disturbing to say
the least. But before we start to panic, or to
mothball our once trusted wings, it Is Important
to put things into perspective.
As Bill points out, our record In Australia is
much better than In the United States, where,
especially on the West Coast, pilots seem addicted to flying in extreme turbulence In order to be
. hurled even further in the open distance race.
This can be attributed, at least in part, to the
lack of suitable launch points in the more arid
areas of the continent. which has meant that
most of our cross-country flying has been restricted to the milder conditions dictated by a maritime climatic environment. Now however, with
the advent of vehicle towing techniques, the violent thermal conditions of the outback are being
made accessible, and unless we are very careful,
we run the risk of following in the Americans'
footsteps.
One of the main problems with the current
H.G.M.A. standards is that they do not test a
glider's resistance to shock loadings, which are
the inevitable result of pitch-overs and tumbles.
The technical difficulties associated with testing
shock loadings make the introduction of such
tests very unlikely in the forseeable future. Because of this, the only safe attitude to take is
to assume that your .glider will break If you
invert it, or are inverted by turbulence, and maintain your parachute accordingly. This also puts
the responsibility back onto the pilot to avoid
the violent thermal conditions that may Invert a
glider in flight.
That's all for this month. The wind is coming
up as I write this and I'm going flying.
Merry Christmas.
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····THE MOViE .. ··
The video-tape of the first
Stanwell Pa rk Free Style
Gliding competition

Ha ng

fedturing
Danny Scott
8ru ce Dan ie I
Phil Mathewson
Stew Kenwor thy

Allan Daniel
Steve Powt e r
Rod Stevens
Steve Hague

r.t . 2hrs40min
vhs
betd
price $70
cheque~) & e co by
3d rdymond rd. thirroul2S1S

Why come down
to Earth?

"Although an excellent glider, primarily aimed at
the beginner, the Moyes Mars should not be
overlooked by the advancing pilol From sand
dunes to soaring, the Mars gives the pilot plenty of
growing room. Add to this its towing capability, and
the Mars adds up to versatility and performance at
an aHordable price."

WHOLE AIR

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS, 173 BRONfE RD, WAVERLEY, SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2024 (02) 387 5114

PARACHUTES
This 24ft, hand deployed canopy has been tried, tested
and proven successful. A large shipment has enabled
us to offer you the special price of $295, which
includes: canopy, deployment bag and packing (postage
extra)

$295

POD HARNESS
The famous Moyes Pod Harness comes complete with
these standard features:
• Internal Glider Bag
• Camera Pocket
Storage
• Radio Panel
• Parachute and Ballast
• Tow Loops
Compartments
• Harness Carrybag
A full range of colours, including two-tone.

$370

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS, 173 BRONTE RD, WAVERLEY, SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2024 (02) 387 5114

comPETiTiON

CALENDAR
THE NATIONALS

1ST. ANNUAL BYRON BAY CUP
Date:

16th. - 17th. November, 1985.

Venue:

Byron Bay.

Entry
Conditions:

Open to PR4 and PR5 pilots.
?R.3 pilots may enter but must
produce a log. book showing at
least 10 days inland flying or a
letter from their local safety officer as proof of experience.
Parachute
tory.

and

altimeter

Dates:

Qualifier - 7th - 8th. 1an. '86.
Rest/Emergency Day - 10th. lan.
Main Competition - 11-18th. 1 an.
Pack-up/Emergency Day - 19th.
lan.

Venue:

Mt. Buffalo, Victoria.

Entry:

Qualifier - Entry limited to 50
pilots, 15 places will be reserved
for overseas pilots.

manda-

Prize Money:

Depends on number of entries.

Tasks:
---

X-C, triangle or goal and return.

Entry Fees:

$20 payable to Byron Bay Hang
Gliding Club.

Cat Minding:

Ask Adam Hunt for clues.

General Info:

LATE ENTRIES WILL BE SHOT
(but don't let this deter you
you from entering on the competition day.
GIRLFRIENDS AND WIVES WELCOME (meet head needs to occupy his spare time during rounds).

Main Competition - 40 members
of state teams. 10 pilots from the
qualifier.

FLATLANDS
Dates:

Practice Days - Sat. 21st. Dec.
to 26th. Dec., '85.
Competition Days - Fri. 27th.
Dec. to Sun. 5th. 1 an. '86.

Venue:

"Silver Row" via Tichborne. (New-.
ell Highway between Parkes and
Forbes, N.S.W.)

Entry:

Current
H.G.F.A.
membership
Recently re-packed par(1986).
achute, altimeter, D.O.A. concess.ion map, C.B. radio for launch
and contest (Ch.10/14 12.125 Mhz
plus launch channels) all mandatory. The organisers reserve the
right to limit the number of
entrants.

Entry Fees:

Open and Novice· Class - $85.00.

Byron Bay Cup,
P.O. Box 126,
Byron Bay. N.S.W. 2481

Entries &
Information:

H.G.A.W.A. COMPETITION
Venue:

Mt. Bakewell, W.A.

Dates:

Weekends of 30 Nov. - 1 Dec.
7th. & 8th. Dec.,
14th. & 15th. Dec.

Format:

Open window, cross country tasks
including open distance and race to
goal.

Entry
Fee:

$5.00

Further
Details:

10hn Murby, (09) 383 3542
Dave Drabble (09) 384 7239

LAWRENCE HARGRAVE INTERNATIONAL
Dates:

25th. 1 an. - 2nd. Feb. '86.

Venue:

Stanwell Park, N.S.W.

Entry Fee:

$80.00.

Further
Information:

Kieran Tapsell,
19 Stanwell Avenue,
Stanwell Park. N.S.W. 2509
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STANWELL PARK FREESTYLE

t
~
i

Dates:

Immediately following
graves International.

Venue:

Stanwell Park, N.S.W.

Entrl: Fee:

$30.00.

Further
Details:

John Coby,
3A Raymond .Rd.,
Thirroul. N.S. W. 2515

COASTAL CHALLENGE
the

Har-

Venues:

Victor.lan
sites.

Further
Details:

Rob Van der Klooster, (052) 22 3019
Wesley Hill, (03) 277 7942
See Vic. News section in this issue.

west

coast

and

Peninsular

1985 N.S.W. STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS

BUANGOR OPEN

Dates:

23rd. November to 1st. Dec.'85.

Venue:

Buangor area, Victoria.

Venue:

Cooplacurripa

Dates:

2nd. Nov. to 5th. Nov.
16th. Nov. to 17th. Nov.

Entrl:
Conditions:

Entries must be received by
October,
1985.
Late
15th.
entries not accepted except in unusual circumstances and depending on availability of places.
Limit 60.

Enquiries:

Bob Barnes (065) 54 0416
Craig Worth (065) 59 2713

2ntrl:
P.R.3 or above.
Meet
at the
ondit'ns: Buangor Pub, 9.00 a.m. Saturday, 2nd.
November.
Entrl:
Fee:

$20.00

Prizes:

Will be awarded daily.

Further
Details:

Rob Van der Klooster.
(052) 22 301.9.

MT.

-.
THE ClAffilC?
BUFF~LO:

Look, we're terribly sorry about this,
but • ••• wel l you know that bit we've
be en putting in the competition
calendar for the last couple of months
about the Clas s ic at Buffalo starting
on the 20th December? Well it seems
that we made a bit of a mistake . The
right starting date ~s • ••

27 12 85
to 5 1086
0

0

0

.-;;:.-..

We r eally a re most frigh t full y
so r ry for any in convenience suffere d
as a result of this silly error can ' t i ma gine how it hap pened •••

.'

~-;~:.'.:.
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Sorry .

Enquiries
Entries:

Rob Van der Klooster,
(052) 22 3019

By Martyn Yeomans,
H.G.F.A. President.
Rating System Update:
Many pilots may not be aware that the rating
system is undergoing a major revision, with a
view to introducing the new system from July,
1st. 1986. The H.G.F.A. Committee has been
working on this revision since assuming office in
May this year, and copies of draft proposals (as
developed so far), have been sent to State Committees for consideration and comment.
Briefly, the need for a fairly major overhaul of
the system was considered necessary to "catch
up" with developments in the sport in the past
3-5 years. These include:
Professional instruction to pre-soaring level,
Towing,
Cross-country flying,
New A.N.O.,
Increasing
flying.
Greater
training
gliders.

development

of

"club"

HANG GLIDING
FEDERATION of
AUSTRALIA
The most important feature of the new system
is that the log book will assume much greater
importance than in the past, il1 the rating process. Special log book pages will be designed
and issued, which wiJI set out the various skills
and experience which will have to be "logged"
prior to a pilot doing a final "flight test". For
example, the various take-off skills, soaring skills
and experience, and landing skills wlll be set out
in a way which will make it simple to get the
log pagels signed off.

oriented

performance differential between
gliders
and
high
performance

It is not possible at this stage to outline the new
proposals in any great detail. However, some of
the more important concepts should be noted:
1. The system will have three levels only Novice, Intermediate and Advanced. "Cross
- Country" and "Towing" will be endorse- ments obtainable at post-intermediate and
post-novice stages respectively.
2. There will be three stages to the Novice
and Intermediate ratings and two for
Advanced; that is,
Novice & Intermediate - Logged Experience
and skill acquisition.
- Theory test,
- Flight Test.
For Advanced, there will not be a theory test,
as those questions currently included in the P.R.4
rating will be "relocated" to the new Intermediate rating or C.C. endorsement.

It should also be noted that there wlJl be no
automatic conversion to the · new system during
Pilots with existing ratings of P.R.3, 4
1986.
or 5 wlll have to provide evidence at the end of
the year (when renewing for 1987), of logged flying hours during the previous twelve months, if
they want to maintain the (approximate) equivalent rating e.g. P.R.3 to new Intermediate; P.R.
4 and 5 to new Advanced. The required hours
wlJl be realistic based on what hours a pilot at
a given level should do in order to maintain hisl
her standard. ~ example, P.R.4 and 5's wlll
probably need 50 hours and P.R.3's may need 25
hours.
The important thing is, if you don't
already log your flights, start now!
Overseas Pilots:
Many overseas pilots will be in Australia during
our "competition season".
It is essential that
they all take out short term membership of one
of the State Associations. Safety Officers, Club
Officials and Competition Organisers in particular
should ensure that overseas pilots complete a
form, pay $5.00, and arrange for the bottom half
of the form to be sent to the Administrator's
office. This will guarantee that visiting pilots
are covered by our third-party insurance policy
. and that they are flying in accordance with the
D.O.A. and H.G.F.A. requirements. (P.S. A short
term membership form was published in the October issue of SKYSAILOR).
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FROM THE SAFETY DIRECTOR
The only accident of significance that has been
reported recently is one at Stanwell Park on the
20th. October, when an experienced PR 4 pilot
"blew" a takeoff and crashed back into the hill,
breaking a leg. The conditions were moderate to
strong with a certain amount of instability and
gustiness in the wind. It would appear that the
factors contributing to the crash were an unwillingness to ask for assistance in reasonably strong
conditions and a failure to make sure that the
wings were level and balanced at the point of
takeoff.
Fortunately this type of accident happens only
rarely at Stanwell Park, although it is quite common at other places with more difficult takeoffs. The problem with such accidents is that
they not only pose serious injury problems for
pilots but also for other pilots on the ground and
spectators.
The fact that the pilot concerned
was quite experienced and knew Stanwell very
well only provides another example of the old
adage that more people are injured by overconfidence in hang gliding than anything else.
The other problem which is prevalent certainly
at Stanwell is the almost indecent haste with
which some pilots try to get into prone. There
is
plenty of room there. If you take your
time, get far away from the hill before getting
into prone, you certainly lessen the chances of
flying back into the hill.
Unfortunately, despite a number of requests made
to individual pilots, some still feel that they are
entitled to land on the point of the hill. That
is totally prohibited under the present A.N.O.,
and will also be under the new A.N.O. The problem is not so much with the pilots whose experience and skill will ensure that they do not hit
anyone, but the sheep in the sky who think that
they should follow the leader. With the summer
season coming and the place being invaded by
both interstate and overseas pilots, it is absolutely essential that this prohibition be enforced.
Kieran Tapsell.

Allan Pa scoe balances on one toe
at the Gillies ramp.
THE MARCH NAP AC MEETING
For those of you unfamiliar with the labyrinth of
Department of Aviation acronyms, NAPAC stands
for the National Airspace Advisory Council. They
shoved a "P" in the middle so that it didn't
sound like "nark". Its purpose is to allow all airspace users to try and sort out their differences
and to give the Department of Aviation an opportunity to hear the voices of the people who actually use the airspace.
At the beginning of NAPAC some two years ago,
the Department announced that it, as a department, had no need of airspace and that it would
act as an "honest broker" in matters of airspace
allocation. Well that stated role was vey much
put to the test with the proposal to change the
ANO governing hang gliders. At the March, 1984
meeting, after numerous committee meetings and
general haggling, the other airspace users agreed
to the 5,000 ft. limit outside controlled airspace
and subject to a number of restrictions around
airports. But there was still no ANO some 12
months later. The H.G.F.A. decided that the only
alternative was to take the matter to NAPAC,
so a paper was prepared entitled, "The Department of Aviation as Honest Broker" and distributed amongst the other airspace users for discussion
at the March meeting. Without going into details
of the paper, it set out the quite extraordinary
procrastination from the Department after the
NAPAC recommendation - the only recommendation that this expensive body had made to date.
Martin Yeomans and I attended the March meeting when the paper was discussed. We eventually
got a promise from the Department that the new
ANO would be promulgated before the end of
November.
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Despite the delays there are some further concessions in the new ANO which are an improvement
on the first draft. There are more sensible provisions governing the flight of hang gliders over
towns and separation distances from people.
Once it has been promulgated, it will be published in SKYSAILOR and hopefully studied by every
pilot.
You will have to excuse me for being cynical,
but I will believe in the new ANO when I see it
promulgated.
We have had so many promises
held out to us, and these have just not been
kept. One thing is certain. The apparent cavalier attitude of the Department to NAPAC recommendations has created a lot of annoyance
within the industry against the Department and
in turn sympathy for our plight.
Kieran Tapsell,
NAPAC Representative

Now that the $1,000.00 target sum is almost certainly within reach, we can proceed to purchase
the equipment and materials necessary to carry
out the In-flight testing of the glider.
Any person, club or organisation who would still
like to contribute to the Hang Glider Research
Fund should make cheques payable to:
The University of Newcastle Research Associates
Endorsed: "Hang Glider Project", and
forwarded by mail to:Mr. R. McWhinney,
Staff Engineer,
University of Newcastle,
Short land. N.S. W. 2308
Remember that all donations In excess of two
dollars are tax deductible.
Technical Review:
At this time arrangements have been made to
carry out some shop floor load tests on a glider
air frame so that the approximate deflection of
the leading edges and keel can be assessed under
static load conditions.
The tests will also
include simulated shock loadings so that the trans- '
ient flexural response of the air frame can be
assessed. The main objective of the shock load
test is to establish the time frequency at which
the load sensor outputs should be sampled.
If the frequency of load sensor output sampling

Is too high, then the test results will be accurate
but will also be an inefficient over-kill of recorded data. If the sampling frequency is too low
then the test results will be inaccurate and possibly misleading.
These shop floor tests will also give us the opportunity to calibrate the strain gauges and other
equipment which Is proposed for use on the
Glider to be in-flight tested.
STRESS LEVELS IN A HANG GLIDER

More information in the next update article.
R. McWhinney

AIR FRAME
FINANCIAL REPORT (No.4)
The following donations have been received since
the last report:
Balance at 6.9.85

$691.05

Additional Donations:
Southern Hang Gliding Club
"The Fanatics"
W. Pike
J. Smith
D. Morris
G. Smith (Chicken George)
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Balance at 25.10.85

$ 50.00
$ 6.00
$ 10.00
$ 20.00
$ 20.00
$ 14.00
$100.00
$911.05

The things people do to
go Hang Gliding!!!
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TOWI NG : Some Observations
and points of vie\I\T
Towing started for me in the
winter of 1977. After the '77
Nationals at Mt. Elephant I
wanted to partake in more competitions.
The next compo in
Australia was the South Australian State Towing Titles at Lake
Bonney. Somewhere in that period of time (May, June) Clyde
Farquahr appeared in Adelaide
with all the gear, and more.
I think he even had two Moyes
tow gliders, (weren't they al1).
Already Barmera (Lake Bonney)
was the centre of a thriving
"Kite Club". The clubs driving
force and probably founder was
Blll Flewelyn.
The first thing
that impressed me about this
group of strangers, was their
efficiency and strict adherence
to a time-proven safety system.
Bill Flewelyn, Bill Moyes, (especially), Steve Moyes, Bob French
. and many others had been towing from the start of the '70's.
It's true that Blll Flewelyn met
with a fatal towing accident
around this time, but ' he was
working as a professional showman, and was possibly stretching the rules to keep the
audience
entertained.
These
were stlll early days when many
lessons were being learnt. But
still, the way the Barmera guys
operated impressed
me very
much more than al1 the super
wingovers and spiral spins performed by the Twisted pilots on
the coast.
They only launched over water
having realised that their system was limited, yet enjoyable
and safe when done the right
way. Many of the pilots there
had learnt on the rope and were
very accomplished pilots. Mind
you, when one or two came
down to the coast their launch
technique needed a different
approach.
S.A. 's first real X-C was pul1ed
off by Stan Edwards from Lake
Bonney.... about
16-18 miles.
Nowadays we fly to Lake Bonney, putting a 1 in front of
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those figures.
Imagine getting
to cloudbase inland in midsummer wearing a prone belt harness,
wet suit, shorts and a T-shirt!
At least the wet suit bottoms
would keep the pellets in the
vario and the depth gauge from
frost bite.
The next compo I went to after
the S.A. Titles was the last Lee
Jeans International, where hundreds of tow launches were performed with utmost precision.

Woe betide anyone who didn't
"toe the line" as regards launch
procedure, signals to the boat
driver/observer,
or have
the
right
attitude when involved
with the flight, because "Joe"
(Blll Moyes)
would put you
straight in no uncertain terms
from the boat.
Incidentally, I
think Bill sat and drove that
boaf> the whole long weekend in
100 F. heat, thanks Bil1.
Around that time - 1978-79 people were doing more X-C's
and boat towing started to fade
in popularity, although I believe
Bill and Steve still do it to test
gliders. In the wrong hands towing has already proved dangerous, but in the right hands,

which, of course, meant an
organised, rational approach to
the system was, and is, safe.
Now in the past few years we
have been blessed with a new
Skyting.
In
form of towing;
many shapes and forms it is
practised all over the world.
The good thing about this new
system is that basically, the system
combined
with
today's
robust pitch positive gliders,
override much of the abuse it
is given.
A friend of mine
says that it is foolproof, a blinkered opinion
on aviation, I
think. (J ust how safe has International jet travel been of late?
I bet many huge Airline and Aircraft Manufacturing Companies
are reviewing their procedures
and scratching their heads collectively).
Whilst here in Europe I have
been investigating some other
Towing
systems.
After
the
F.A.I meeting in Kossen, the
delegates were taken to a winch
display. At the display, I first
set my eyes on a hydraulic
winch, or winder as the Germans term it.
That particular
display was not very impressive.
The wind was very much "cross"
above the trees and the pilot
was
a
little
inexperienced.
Since then, I have been told
that the bridle system was not
set up correctly, making it hard
for the pilot to control the glider with "tension on". I declined
the offers to try it out at that
stage.
The next opportunity to get
wound up was at a small weekend compo near Nuerenberg with
a "Gross Claus" winch.
This
one is driven by a Volkswagen
motor (what else in Germany?),
the power is transferred to the
drum by chain from the automatic gear box. Thd drum is
mounted on a big arm which in
turn is restricted in movement
by
shock
absorbers.
This
restricted movement is converted to a scale which gives a tow

line pressure readout. On Friday afternoon when I arrived,
I had the chance to watch the
system in operation before I
tried it. One guy was trying a
home-made release which let go
a bit prematurely.
The result
was a big hammer head stall
at 40 ft. (Good job mod~rn gliders pull out in 35 ft.)
Saturday morning
had three
tows to get acquainted with the
system. I had to put wheels on
my Foil and use another harness
as it is hard to adopt a "Keller"
harness to the German release
system.
The pilot does not
have a radio, the commands to
the winch are related through
a third person standing alongside
the glider.
After connecting
the bridle to the chest-mounted
double release, the command
procedure commences.
Pilot:

"Glider and pilot ready"

Third
"Glider and pilot ready"
PerSon: (on radio).
Winch

ready".
(after
"Winch
started
the
has
winch).

Pilot:

"Pilot clipped in", (after
a hang check), "take up
tension".

?e'rSOn: he

the base bar, which is controlled by the second release, and
allows the nose angle to be
increased, resulting in a steeper
angle of attack and of course,
more height from a given length
of tow line.
The three tows
went well, the Mylar Foil followed
the
line
very straight,
although I had a slight feeling
of unrest in the back of my
mind about the lack of personal
radio contact with the person
in charge of the power. The
weather did not look good, (overcast, mostly stable), so a pylon
course (2 at 300 metres apart)
and spot landing task was called.

"Should
open
throttle
steadily to 160 lbs. line
tension".

So as you can figure out the
higher one could get on tow,
the more pylons orie could
achieve. I really could not believe my eyes when I saw the
altitude, or lack of it, that the
"experts" were pulling the first
release, and pushing the bar out
with.
The
H.G.M.A.
and
Gutesiegal tests will have to
provide me with much softer
ground before I start pushing
the bar out at 10m. (30 ft.) for
a silver cup, no matter how
tall the cup is.
The morning
and early afternoon progressed
to the' time when the launch
window closed, or was supposed
to close.

After having gone through all
this a few times - in German
of course - I was ready. One
thing that was impressed on me
was that I should wait until
about 30 m. (60 ft.) before I
pulled the first release.
This
is the Gridle-line which goes
over the top of the base bar.
Once released, the tow forces
transfer to the bridle line under

My observation of what happened about this time is as follows:
A very well known and probably
respected pilot (builder of the
winch), arrived just a little bit
late, with a new glider of his
own manufacture. Then I suspect the German equivalent of,
"O.K. mate, have a quick one,
we'll hold the window another
half an hour so yol,lr flight will

Third
"Pilot clipped in" (again
PerSon: on radio to "take up
tension" winch).
Winch

"Tension on" (after they

PerSOn: have about 30-40 lbs.
on the line).
Pilot:

"Go,
go,
go!"
ready to launch).

(when

Third
"Go, go, go". (to winch
PerSon: on radio).
Winch

be scored", passed around. The
launch resulted in a severe lockout with a down wind, highspeed crash into the trees. The
pilot had failed to hook in so
the bridle was only attached to
the pilot. With this system the
release mechanism is attached
to the pilot around the chest
and to the glider under the
arms, via the caribiner.
Of
course the pilot is pulled directly to the base bar as he would
be in a normal launch, but when
hooked in he would be the correct distance from the base bar
and in control of pitch and roll
as the glider lifted, tensioning
the release mechanism/caribiner
line.
Without being fixed , to
the glider, the tow line is from
the pilot and base bar. Even
though the command was given
by the 3rd. person to cut the
line at the winch end, the glider and pilot were already 30'40' high and hopelessly locked
out in 10 to 15 kts. wind. The
crash was fatal for the pilot!
Upon reading "Wings", May issue,
a few weeks later, I read that
the competition director had a
friend break a leg after being
towed but not clipped into the
glider?
From my point of view some
steps of a reasonably well organised procedure had been overlooked in haste. When a set of
procedures
have been either
evolved,
calculated,
or both,
then one step is left out; the
whole procedure must be reviewed.
Again, some weeks' later, I had
the chance to use a winch, this
time the hydraulic type.
The
operators
are
two guys
in
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Sweden, well known to my wife
Birgit and a friend, Gary Fimeri
- a South Aust. pilot who iearnt
to fly in Sweden. These · two
guys;
Flemming and Gunnar,
went down to Germany, bought
the winch, $10,000 (ouch!), and
learnt their system. The result
is . a well organised system with
careful operators and excellent
machinery.
Personally, I think
the lack of radio communication
from Pilot to winch is a flaw,
the
first
command
and
"Pilot and Glider ready", is unnecessary.
Gliding is already expensive in
Europe, especially Germany and
personal radios are a real added
expense.
The first tow I had in Sweden
was on a good thermic day (one
of only a few flyable in many
weeks) and I did not realise how
thermic it was until I released.
The hydraulic motor driving the
drum is very sensitive to vagaries in tow line pressure and
So when
adjusts accordingly.
you enter a rough patch or a
thermal the drum stops, pays
·out and/or goes slower to keep
the preset line pressure all the
time. The machine has a pressure setting that can be . adjusted
for wing loadings of individual
pilot/glider
combinations.
So
George, the 16 stone gorilla, on
his 190 might require a different line pressure to Betty the
7 stone ballerina on her 150.
The winch operator still has control of this semi-automatic system. With pilot to winch communication, the ability of the
winch to step tow to about
5,000 ft. is a very real one.
To date, I know of one manufacturer (one of the largest in
the world), which is awaiting
delivery of one of these hydraulic winches. Also another worldfamous glider manufacturer has
been making enquiries.
Very
soon with only a small percent
increase in glider performance
we will have all the conveniences and inconveniences of
modern sailplane flying
a
sport we are hard on the heels
of.
Anyone for "real" hang
gliding, a $1,000.00 parachute
canopy and a hill
with a
strong wind square on.
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I ntermediate Instruction.
RIDGE AND THERMAL SKILLS
INDIVIDUAL AIR TO AIR TUITION
I NTRODUCTION TO STANWELL PARK
BACKGROUND THEORY PR3 & PR4 .

DEALER FOR ENTERPRISE WINGS
THE FOIL
& GYRO II.
ALL ACCESSORIES AND SPARES.

CONTACT
BRYAN HAYHOW.
PH . (042) 942488.

HGFA. CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR.
EX . NEW ZEALAND CHAMPION .

PO. BO X 148 HELENSBURG

2508.

),

The Intetmedinte
. . ...\.

'.

By BRYAN HAYHOW
71uvtR.. can £..e f..i..iil.e. douU
that, i../.. you GA..e goi.n.g to have.
cut acc.i.d2n.t, the. chanc.e..6 GA..e
that i..t will oc~ ~ you
have. the. p/tote.cti..ve. e.rwi../tonme.n.i. o/.. the. £..eg.i..n.n.e.M' ,J., cho 01,
and head out on yOU//. oun to
ex.peA.i..en.ce. the. mo/te. cha11..e.ngi.n.g ~pe.cU o/.. /..Light.

In th.i../.J aA.lic1..e., the.

~t i.n.

a ,J.,~, B/tycut Hayhowl cut ex.New Zealand champi..on and ~1cutce. ~ i..Mi/tuctO/t1
ex.plo/te./.J ,J.,ome. o/.. the. common
pi..t/..ail.J.J
o/..
~
/..1yi.n.g.

It's an exciting time isn't it?
You've set up your brand new
glider on the back lawn at
least
three
times
already.
You've hung for hours in your
new harness in the garage,
climbing in and out of it, your
head in the clouds.
You've
bored your parents, flatmates
and every single one of your
workmates with your incessant
talk of free flight.
You've
even trudged despondently to
every newsagent in town and
not one of them had a bright,
action-packed
magazine
about
hang gliding. You are, without
a doubt, sick of the documentary you recorded last year,
escpecially after the eighteenth
re-run.
Even
the
stupid
television station is still repeating it!
This is what it's like to be an
intermediate flyer.
The learning slopes are behind you and
the heights are beckoning.
But when you think about it the
learning is really only beginning
All you have at present are a
bunch of rudimentary skills and
your
theoretical
understanding
consists of the basic do's and
don'ts of ridge flying. But oh,

how much you want to fly!
You have all this enthusiasm
and excitement bottled up, just
waiting for an outlet. So much
of it that sometimes that very
enthusiasm, coupled with your
lack of experience, can be your
downfall. It is a common problem that has generally been labelled
"The
Intermediate
Syndrome", and it usually occurs
right about where you are. Just
starting out into real flying,
frustrated by the weather, the
lack of sites available for intermediate flying and the strictness of the safety officers you
meet.
There are the guys you see setting up when it's really howling
across the top and sometimes
even when it's raining.
Talk
about
rose
coloured glasses!
Then if conditions abate enough,
they generally launch into the
air and hover straight up above
takeoff.
They park there for
an hour or two not able or willing to do anything but point the
glider into wind and stop themselves from . drifting over the
back.
The clouds get thicker
and lower, the odd squall comes
thrOl'gh but there they still are,
freezing to death, arms aching
from the effort of holding the
bar in. But boy, what a great
flight they're having!
So the
next time they come out its
fairly light, they rush over to
the edge and exclaim, "far out,
perfect, this looks really good",
and then it's a race to set up.
Standing atop the launch they
start down in one of two fashions:
the "Carl Lewis explosion", or -the "Stanwell shuffle".
Either way, what often happens
is that just a few short steps
into the run, they let the nose
of the glider pop up, it begins
rolling off to one side, and the
attempt
ends
with
broken
uprights or bent leading edges,
as they spin in down the face.

If tliey do manage to get into
the air, there's the most amazing display of gymnastics as
they struggle with a cocoon harness that seems to have taken
on life of its own.
All the
while the glider yawing and rolling its way out from the ridge.
Finally, they're in, to the collective
relief
of
all
the
assembled spectators who are
about to witness an even more
devastating display of flying.
Heading back to the ridge only
to find themselves a third of
the way down the face, these
pilots
become
hellbent
upon
getting back up.
Again the
spectators exclaim as they rush
back to the edge,
our pilot
getting lower and lower as he
races up and down the ridge at
great speed.
This next pass
might just be the one to get
him back up, landing is literally
the furtherest thought from his
mind.
With waves or trees
beckoning
enticingly
he
will
probably end up having to extricate himself from an extremely
precarious landing site, chosen
at
the penin desperation
ultimate moment.
Perhaps
I've
overstated
my
somewhat
observations
in
a
heavy handed fashion, but it
illustrates
the
over-confident
attitude that exists at
the
intermediate level.
The pilots
who exceed the limits of their
knowledge and ability by flying
at site, and or in conditions,
that are much too difficult for
them.
A pilot with this tel\dency needs to learn a great
deal about patience and to take
a more long-term view of his
flying. If it's not flyable today
it possibly will be tomorrow.
Tomorrow is not a long time to
wait.
His enthusiasm needs to
be tempered with a more realistic appraisal of his own, and
his glider's limitations. The consequences of not doing this are
obvious.
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On the other side of the intermediate coin is the pilot who
lacks confidence.
When these
pilots assess the conditions they
usually find something wrong
with them. It's a little too light
for someone of their weight, or
those thermal cycles coming
through are a touch too gusty.
Because of their lack of confidence in themselves and their
gliders, they often place too
greater limits upon their flying.
You might think that this is a
good thing in the early stages
of one's flying career, or that
too much caution cannot be considered a problem.
The tendency is though, for this type
of pilot not to explore themselves to as wide a variety of
sites and conditions and therefore their experience is severely
limited.
The fact also that
they tend to fly in only the
most ideal of conditions means
that they never' extend their
limits. Their understanding and
ability then plateaus at this intermediate level.
The anxiety
these pilots have about flying
inhibits their enjoyment of their
flying and can also lead to their
making
mistakes
at
critical
. moments as they generally don't
think well under pressure.
These then, are obviously the
extreme attitudes that · exist at
the intermediate level.
There
may be some pilots who fall distinctly into either category, but
by far the majority are somewhere between the two, whilst
having
a
tendency
to
one
extreme or the other. Take a
look at yourself and your own
flying.
What is the depth of
your experience? What are the
strengths and weaknesses of
your technical abilities?
What
are your preferences in terms
of flying conditions? Does any
aspect of your flying cause you
apprehension?
Maturing Into a
good pilot is as much a process
of introspection as it is of
practising the necessary skills.
The need is for a gradual but
steady progression.
You must
be consolidating a good foundation of skills and theoretical
understanding which will allow
you to negotiate safely the
widest variety of flying with
maximum enjoyment.
So work
hard, take the time watch and
question
the
more
advanced
fliers, be open to constructive
criticism and above all, be
patient.
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Chicken George Speaks I
Next time you are embarrassed at a funeral, instead of feeling silly trying to mumble the words
of the 23rd. Psalm which you can't remember,
try the words inspired by an old newsletter,
around Max Bygraves' version, you might find
them a little less solemn and easier to sing. But
first to get you more Into the mood for it, I
will retell this enchanting religious story.
The Reverend Dave Allen was conducting a massIve evangelist crusade In this huge rugby stadium
see, preaching near to a dramatic climax he had
the audience spellbound, suddenly one emotional
person broke away from the crowded grandstand,
dashed over and te~rfully pleaded to be converted right there and then. Dave didn't let it show
that he was peeved because this fellow had Interrupted proceedings, broken the spell and stolen
the limelight, still shouting "I am ready to be
converted". Daved answered, "I shall most certainly oblige you my son". So he sat the chap
down on a little pile of sand, then promptly kicked him through the goal posts.
The lift's Iny shepherd I'll not want,
It takes me off to fly;
In pastures green it leadeth me,
the turbulent airflow by.
Yea tho' I el dee in death's dark vale,
yet will I feel non sink;
For vario with me and my pod,
help cross country distance shrink.
Height gains and thermals all my life,
will surely follow me;
And cumulus clouds for evermore,
my dwelling place will be.
Ghost writer In the Sky-Sailor.

Having A
By Mark Dennis
Well, you're on the Beach again,
kicking yourself. "Why couldn't
I stay up like them?"
Don't
always blame the lack of wind,
or your equipment. Maybe it's
your Scratching technique.
I'm
not talking about those annoying
little itches you can't quite
reach because of your harness or
layers of clothes. I'm talking
about getting up and staying up
when the ridge lift is light.
I'd better define light ridge lift.
10 m.p.h. may be enough to stay
up in, at a 500' hill, but, 15
m.p.h. may be needed to stay
up from 70' sand dunes.
10
m.p.h. will put chop on the sea
but no white caps.
15 m.p.h.
will just make a few 'w hite caps.
Before taking off when it's light,
there are a few things to consider. Is there a landing within a
reasonable glide of launch? Which
way am I .going to turn after
launch?
Where should the best
lift be?
Will I make the site
too congested if I fly?
To decide which way to turn,
you should think whether you will
be heading towards a part of the
ridge wiSh good lift to do your
first 180 turn in. In light winds
the best lift is found at the
parts of the ridge most facing
the
wind,
especially
bowls.
Don't
head
for
the
highest
point straight away as you may
arrive well below the top. The
best lift in light conditions is
generally directly above the top
of the ridge. See fig. 1 a. & b.
At some sites you may make the
best move by heading to a slightly lower part of the ridge. See
fig. 2

If you're not getting up, then at
some point you will have to
decide to land. Don't leave the
decision too late. Many Hangies
have stacked while trying to stay
up, rather than deciding to land
while they still have enough altitude to make a proper landing
approach. I will talk about landings later.
If you're

maintaining or gaining
height above take off after your
first 180, you should be able to
stay up; (as long as the wind
doesn't die off).
You should be
flying just below max LID, (faster than min. sink) speed. Flying
faster than min. sink may not
get you as high, but it will give
you better control while you're
close to the ridge. Be prepared
to fly as close as 15' above, and
as long as you have plenty of
speed you will have good control
sheer cliffs should be given a
little more respect.
Don't get
behind the front edge of a cliff
unless you are about 50' above
it.
If you're below the ridge
. top, fly as close as you feel you
JUST DON'T SLOW
need to.
DOWN.
At times I have flown
with my tip closer than 3 m.
from the ridge. I only do it to
get to the top. If you can't get
to the top within a couple of
passes it may be a good idea to
give it a miss and land.

Make your beats as long as possible. Turning increases your sink
rate, so keep your turns to a
minimum until you get up a bit.
When you have to turn (180), do
it over a part of the ridge where
there is good lift.
As long as
you have the height, drift over
behind the top of the ridge a
bit before starting your turn,
(see Fig. 3). This way you stay
in the narrow lift band for most
of
the
turn.
Because
you
already have plenty of speed, you
can go into the turn letting the
bar out to min. sink, making the
turn more efficient. To use the
lift to the max., in your turn
straighten up ~nto the wind for
a bit and keep the bar at min.
sink.
As you fly straight out
you shouid gain a bit more
height.
To complete the turn,
a MILD stall-turn will get you
back to the ridge quickly. Make
sure you speed up as you're heading back into the ridge.
The
Heading Out and Stalling Back
manoeuvre can be used to quickly gain height in good parts of
the lift. BUT, PRACTICE IT ON
A GOOD DAY FIRST.
Once you have good height, 40'50' above the top, you can slow
down to min. sink to max. out
when you're flying along the
ridge. . Also, as you gain height

When launching, get back from
the edge and take a good run, so
you can let the bar out a bit on
your turn. SEE"TAKING OFF"
March, '84, SKYSAILOR.
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you should fly
the ridge top,
usually extends
increased. (See.

further out from
as the best Wt
out as height is
Fig.4)

Normal rules of the ridge apply
when there are other gliders up.
The risk of a mid-air is increased because gliders are flying in
. a narrow lift band, and at a
greater speed relative to each
other. Definitely obey the "Lower Glider Has Right of Way"
rule.
The pilots closer to the
ground are working harder than
you, so give them room to
move.
O.K., time to land.
If you're
bombing out and are forced to
land when you don't want to, you
won't have much of a chance to
decide on a proper approach.
This, once again, is where a
little preflight planning is very
handy. If the site is low, (under
100') you may only get one 180
in before you have to head for
So which way 'you
a landing.
turn on take-off, may decide

your landing approach, if you
don't get up. No doubt you will
be landing in light wind whether
you are scratching or bombing
out.
Expect your ground speed
to be fast.
Also try and land
inttHhe wind if possible, although
you may be able to get away
with a few m.p.h. of crosstailwind•
If you are going to
top landing, don't
won't be able to
Have a couple of
runs to get some
ground speed.

have a go at
forget you
hover down.
high dummy
idea of your

The
main
thing
about
safe
scratching is to know when to,

fiv~n~~ ~~d !~:hdt f~~veth~o~ea~~~

itches to bomb out when some
people are staying up.
But,
some people have such low wing
loadings, they can stay up in not
much more
than a "seagulls
fart". Just you watch how quickly they get down though, if the
wind picks up to more than 20
m.p.h.

,

BRINGENBRONG
Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Go.i" nei:'}h\'

On

Q.

lower

f'<IIft of rid'3e..

A.

,f/WiflJ
-Diredion
Q.

ShU-turn.
"fi~Urc.-'6\\ SOOlr·' n9 'PQHern.

...
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A.

What is a "bringenbrong"?
A "bringenbrong" is aboriginal for meeting of two
rivers.
Where can I find Bringenbrong?
Where the Indi and Swampy
Plain~ rivers meet, between
Corryong and Khancoban in
the Far North
East of
Victoria on the border of
N.S. W. (The two rivers then
become the Murray River).
Can . I fly my hang glider
near there?
You bet!! This country is
excellent for hang gliding
with hiIls that face most
winds.
Mt. Elliot 3,100'
A.S.L. 2,200 A.G.L. faces
W-WNW, but can be flown
in most light winds due to
a Thermal producing face.
Mt. Mittamatite 3300 ASL
2300 AGL faces SW & SE.
Mt. Blackjack and others
are also handy.
Two w.d.
vehicles are all that's needed to get to the popular
T.O.s.
What else is there to do in
the area?
How about canoeing, trout
fishing,
windsurfing,
golf,
tennis,
bowls,
horseriding,
water skiing, squash, camping, bush walking, swimming, rafting, cricket and relaxing in one of the most
beautiful parts of this country, {and if it gets too
warm,
escape
into
the

Snowy Mountains where the
temperature is at least 6lO°C. cooler;
30 minutes
away).

Q.
A.

Other facilities?
Corryong 13kms. from Bring- "
enbrong caters for everything except hang gliding
spare
parts.
Khancoban
also has club and pub if
you are dry.

TOWING GEAR AND CLASSES

D.C. Tow Load
Tow tension meters.
"Delux" - with warning buzzer $150 + $5 P & P.
"Economy" - no buzzer $ I 30 + $5 P & P.
Tow Bridles

Q.
A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Where can we camp?
Bringenbrong
of
course!
Right on the Murray River
with plenty of shade and
grass
camp
sites.
mown
We don't have hot water
or tiled toilet blocks however, Corryong and Khancoban both have Caravan
Parks and Motels that provide these things.
Tell
me
about
towing
there.
4,000' of grass strip at the
Khancoban for car tows and
a very good chance of a
winch set up at the base of
Mt. Elliot for most of the
summer.
(Bring
your
bridle).

with low stretch rope $27. 50 + $2.50 P. & P.
plus leader rope, tow rope, weak link twine, etc.
P.O.A.
Towing Classes
Learn to tow with experienced instructor.
Session 1 - for P.R.2 & 3 pilots.
Session 2 - for P.R.4 & 5 pilots and pilots who
have completed Session 1.
For bookings and gear phone Denis
(065) 72 4747, or write to:-

Cummings

"Phoenix Park,"
Dights Crossing,
Singleton. N.S. W. 2330

The partner says it sounds
great! " So how do we get
there?
From Melbourne drive right
past the turn-off to Mt.
Buffalo
(too
many
hang
gliders there anyway), and
continue on to Wodonga.
Then follow road to Tallangatta, then on to Corryong.
(420 kms. from Melbourne).
From Sydney head towards
Thredbo and over the Alpine way to Khancoban. Then
towards
Corryong,
you'll
find Bringenbrong. (600 kms.
from Sydney).
See you there for some
super skyed out soaring.

Glen Wilson.
11018.

o
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Well, I've really blown it. Clear
and sunny, S.E. 15-20knts., I bet
Stanwell's pumping, but I'm just
not in the race today. You see,
I partied all night and still
haven't got to bed yet.
At 4
o'clock this afternoon its beginnwide
ing to get ridiculous
awake, leafing numbly through
back issues of SKYSAILOR, I'm
seeing skies full of huge bats,
all swooping and screeching in
unison. These cr~atures materialize through the haze to become my friends, who will no
doubt give me heaps at the
party . tonight for miSSIng the
perfect day at Stanwell, happening right now as I write this.
To even contemplate flying today would be highly irresponsible - I should have realized the
consequences
last
night
and
early this morning, as the procession of night clubs, each
sleazier than the last, blurred
into images of people who didn't
care that I had to get some
These wicked non flyers
sleep.
conspired, urging me onwards and
upwards into some horrible, slobbering sort of spastic stupor.

I hope you all turned up to the
N.S.W.H.G.A. A.G.M. which was
on
the
11 tho
December, at
Sports House. If by some miracle you are reading this before that date, then turn up
please. N.S.W. H.G.A. needs a
new committee - I've been expelled for drawing cartoons at
meetings, and from ] anuary will
be taking up the position as
SKYSAILOR's Kathmandu Correspondant.
From past experiences, committees are difficult to form, so
please come forward and give
your support.
There's not much local news
this month, everybody seems to
be either flying in comps. or
having accidents.
I really wish I could get some
sleep. The view from my window is beginning to depress me,
but
with
another
party
to
attend I feel more wide awake
than ever. Gee I'd like to go
flying tomorrow ••••••

Stanwell
Snippets
The Stanwell Park Hang Gliding
Club will host the 1986 Lawrence
Hargrave International from 25
]anuay,
1986 to 2 February,
1986. As there is still no promise of sponsorship, volunteers are
urgently needed to help make the
event a success. So if you have
some free time why not put it
to good use in aid of a worthwhile cause. Any assistance will
be greatly appreciated.
Persons
interested in helping out during
that week should contact Keiran
Tapsell on (042) 94 2645.

Now no matter how much
want to, this isn't a great time
to go flying, as any responsible
pilot will eagerly point out.

The summer flying season has
hit Stanwell Park with a vengeance. There has been a spate
of unfortunate incidents already
this season, particularly associated with takeoffs and landings.
Pilots should exercise a little
commonsense and should always
check the conditions before taking off.
If the wind is strong,
or a little off direction, get a
buddy or someone to assist with
your takeoff. If you are unsure
about top landing, land on the
beach. It's no disgrace to land
on the beach, and is far better
to land safely, than to contend
with damage to your glider, or
worse still damage to yourself.

I'm sure that if I had gone flying today I would have done a
host of silly things, like throw
frisbees out to sea from my
glider, do a straf,fing run on
the tourists, or even land on
top
of
Laurie's
monument.
10,000 ft. above Wollongong I
could have met anybody.
I
must remember to carry oxygen
at such heights - I'd hate to
have my perceptions muddled.

When landing on the beach, it
should be remembered that the
reclaimed area is not the approvThe landing
ed landing area!
area is clearly identifiable.
A
full lagoon is no excuse for a
landing in the reclaimed area.
If the lagoon is full due to excessive rain, why not get a couple
of pilots together to help drain
the water!
You are not only
helping your fellow pilots but you

Once your body is locked into
a full-on party mode, the tendency is to push it as far as you
can go.
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Fly straight,
Adam.

could be preventing your own Stanwell Park Kiosk
soggy landing. Stanwell is a site
and Icecream Van
to be enjoyed by everyone, and
with a little co-operatiion and a Aerial Technics School
team spirit it will continue to re-.
of Hang Gliding
main a supreme site.
Sky Logic School of
Top landing on the point is definHang Gliding
itely out. We do not have the
clearance from the Department Airspace School of
of Aviation to land on the point,
Hang Gliding
and those pilots doing so are
jeopardizing the future use of Free Flight School of
Hang Gliding
the site, as well as endangering
the lives of spectators and pilots Parachutes of Aust.
alike. By using a little commonValue sense and forethought in preparat(= Altimeter)
ion for flight, everyone will enjoy a safe summer season of
flying.
Park Comfort
The first Club meeting for the
New Year will be on Sunday, 2
February, 1986 with the venue
to be determined.
Everyone is
welcome.
The Club wishes all
pilots a very safe and prosperous
New Year, and may you all have.
many good days of flying excellence.
Alison Farrar,
(Secretary).

TOTAL TO DATE:

FREESTYLE HANG GLIDING
COMPETITION
Dear Fellow Pilots,
Since my last article regarding
the
1986
Stanwell
Park
Freestyle Hang Gliding Championship there has been a most generous and positive response from
the good people within our small
but potent Hang Gliding Industry.
the

prize

Please send all correspondence to:
$ 50.00

$480.00

Moyes Hang Gliders

$250.00

Enterprise Wings
(+ Encouragement
Trophy)

$250.00

Skysoaring Industries
(+ Photoco pying
assistance)

$200.00

Freestyle '86,
3A Raymond Road,
Thlrroul. N.S.W. 2515
Phonp.: (042) 67 1880

$ 50.00
Hope to hear from you soon.
$ 40.00

Kind Regards,
John Coby.

$110.00

$200.00
$250.00
$2200.00

That adds up to a very attractive sum Indeed and should bring
some of the best aerial hotdoggers In the country to Stanwell Park In February, '86.

Bill Moyes and the boys, Allan
Tolley, William White, Mark Mitsos and Steve Powter of Enterprise Wings, Steve Kennard of
Skysoaring Industries, Bill Capaan
(Bill Icecream to the Initiated)
of Stanwell Park Kiosk,
Phil
Mathewson of Airspace,
Chris
Boyce of Aerial Technics, Brian
Cheeseman of Sky Logic, Forrest
Park of Free Flight School of
Hang Gliding, John Mahaffy of
Parachutes
Australia
and
all
Australian Hang Glider Pilots of
the H.G.F.A. Thanks for supportIng the flyers. I can only encourage all to support these companies and businesses because they
support you.

money

Entry Fees

sor" and will be acknowledged in
SKYSAILOR.

$ 70.00

A BIG THANK YOU goes to all
these good people.

THE STANWELL PARK '1986'

This is how
breaks down:

H.G.F.A.

$250.00

Now that
there's some
real
blkkles in the jar have a go and
enter. It costs $30.00 to enter.
If you don't make the sixteen
we'll send your money back
straight away.
I am also appealing to any individual, who would like to "back
the Freestyle Competition", to
send us their donation to the
prize pool no matter how small.
You will become a "private spon-

Editor's Note:
The following is an eyewitness
account of the events surrounding the · fatal crash involving
Max Gaddes.
As the accident
is still under investigation and,
as such, no comments can be
made as to the actual cause of
the accident.
ACCIDENT AT Mt. SPRING
We have just completed complicated negotiations with the
owners to allow us to fly at
this site.
It had previously
been closed for six months.
There were ten pilots on the
hill.
Chris Skeates turned up
with a highly modified Moyes
Meteor at about 5 o'clock. He
had added a variable billow device (similar in construction to
the
GTR).
He
had
also
removed the keel pocket, and
replaced it with a system of
levers to allow the distance between the sail and the keel to
be varied (a variable depth keel
pocket).
The purpose of this
was to be able to vary the dihedral in the sail during flight.
Both Max Gaddes and Chris
Skeates had (apparently) flown
the glider at a number of sites
successfully, if somewhat erraticly.
Both pilots rarely flew
with club members, and were
not · well known within the club.
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It seems that Max Gaddes asked
Chris Skeates if he coul J fly
the glider. The wind was 10 to
15 knots from the N. W. and
fairly smooth.
He took off
once and nosed in after 4 steps
when the left wing dropped.
He took off again almost immediately.
His flight was erratic.
He got
into
prone
halfway
through the flight.
He then
flew even more erraticly, losing
the height in a number of 90 degree bank turns. He appeared
to get the glider under control
when close to the landing area,
but landed short. He was flying
. level, roughly into the wind but
at high speed (about 30 m.p.h.).
There was no sign of any flare
or attempt to slow down. We
think he was still in prone. He
hit
slightly
nsmg
ground,
smooth and unobstructed.
The
A frame collapsed on impact.
When it was apparent that he
was not going to walk out of it
(half a minute later), all pilots
headed for the landing area.
Some flew, some ran down,
some drove down.
When we
' reached the pilot, 7-8 minutes
later, he wasn't breathing. We
gave the pilot CPR and tried to

resuscitate him, and called an
ambulance. While we were doing this, Chris Skeates (against
the advice of those present),
packed up his glider and drove
away.
When
the
ambulance
arrived, 25 minutes later, they
said that the pilot had very
little chance, even though he
still had a heartbeat.
He was
taken to hospital where he died
3 days later without regaining
consciousness.
We have since contacted the
property
owners,
who
have
closed
the
site permanently.
It turned out that neither Chris
Skeates nor Max Gaddes were
paid up members of H.G.F.A.

no hesitation in doing so
now.
Every pilot should be
a member of H.G.F.A.,
be
rated for the site, fly a safe
glider, and in safe conditions.
If a pilot insisted on
flying after being told not
to, we would have no hesitation in cutting his flying
wires now.
2. When a pilot is injured, seconds are precious.
If we
had got to the pilot within
3-4 minutes, we may have
saved him.
3. Don't
modify
your
glider
without consulting the manufacturer. Some of the effects may not be obvious.

The circumstances of this accid- 4. Do not remove the wreckage .
ent contain many lessons for us
from the scene of an accidall:
ent.
1. Safety is not just the pilot's
own concern. It is the concern of all of us. This sort
of accident harms our reputation considerably.
It is
very easy to lose a site
when this sort · of thing happends.
Although both pilots
would have reacted extremely angrily had we prevented
them flying, we would have

5. If impact is inevitable, drop
back into hang so that your
head isn't the first thing to
hit the ground.
We were all sorry to hear that
Max
died.
We extend our
sympathy to his family and
friends.
M.E.P. Jolly.

.H.G.A.
Hello again.
This year Queensland will be sending a complete
team to the nationals, as well as
reserves, and I hope the quality
of pilots going will prove to
make us the top team there! As
I write thiS, the team consists
of:- Scott Tucker (Vice Captain)
Tony
Gordon,
Jack
Freeman,
Graeme Etherton (Captain), Mark
Newland, Phill Pritchard, Ken
Hill, and reserves:- Billy Gartner,
Michael Boomen, Jerry Furnell,
Calan
Macleod,
and
Geoff
Tulloch. The selection was based
on results from Widgee, Eungella,
Cairns and the pilot's previous experience.
Due to very limited funds this
year, Q.H.G.A. will be covering
the cost of entry fees for the
team and those reserves who
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qualify.
However, next year we
hope to have raised more funds
to enable us to offer further assistance.
To this end I would
like to invite applications from
any members who would like to
co-ordinate
the
fund
raising
efforts for Q.H.G.A.
Please be
Q'ld. now
prosecutor
yond our
prosecuted

Thank you to all those who have
written in with ideas and constructive criticisms in 1985.
I
hope in 1986 Q.H.G.A. will be
able to settle down and get to
the real business of promoting
hang gliding in this state, encouraging many new fliers, and developing high standards of skill,
aware that D.O.A. in safety and friendship in this, the
employ a full time greatest sport in history.
and those flying berestrictions will be Merry Christmas and Happy New
if caught.
Year.
Till next year.

Due to work commitments, Alf
Carter may not be able to run
the Widgee compo in 1986 and I
would like to hear from anyone
who feels that they could make
a good job of it.
Financial
assistance will be open to negotiation also ' if required.

Fly High,
Jerry.
It is sad for me to say that due
to
certain
pressures
Hel:lther
McAllen will be resigning as
A.H.G.A. representative to the

D.O.A. effectiver from November
1985.
In the past few years
Heather has done a great deal to
develop and maintain excellent
relations between Q.H.G.A. and
D.O.A. Many pilots are unaware
of the time and effort Heather
has given to achieve some of the
freedoms, height clearances and
sites we have today.
You all
know how difficult D.O.A. can be!
SO, Q.H.G.A. is looking for a
new committee member to flll
the position of Q.H.G.A. REPRESENT ATIVE TO THE D.O.A.
Obviously we are looking for a
keen negotiator with a deep seated
interest
in
our
sport.
Heather has indicated that she
wIll assist the new person in all
ways.
Once again, Thank you
Heather.
We are also offering two new
positions on the Q.H.G.A. committee. Firstly we want a competition officer. The duties wlll
be to assist the organising of
state competitions and to foster
a higher degree of sklll in
Queensland pilots. Also, to plan,
co-ordinate and select the State
team for National competitions.
Secondly, we would like a Public
Relations/Media
representative
to promote the future activities
of Q.H.G.A. and its members as
well as to pursue fair
and
unbiased reporting on any incidents (good or bad) that the
Media loves to play up.
you are interested in these
positions
on
the
Q.H.G.A.
committee, please write to the
Secretary for Q.H.G.A. by 31st
December, 1985.
If

COMPETITION NEWS
By Jerry Furnell

EUNGELLt\
This year the Eungella compo certainly lived up to its name, rather than its reputation. For those
not full versed in the aboriginal
dialect, "Eungella" means, "Land
of the drifting cloud" which translated into modern English means
"RAIN DAMN RAIN".
The first practice day, Saturday
19 October, dawned with rain,

thunderstorms and general cloud- Friday 25:
ing -in.
In the middle of the
day some of the clouds parted on Dawned fine but the N/W winds
the ramp when they saw Chris perSisted, though much lighter
McDonald coming, and he, Danny and many of us took the opporScott and Russell Duncan took tunity to go trike flying down at
off (at cloud base already) and Finch Hatton.
flew into the gloom for sled
rides to the bomb out paddocks. Saturday 26:
Chris proved how good condi tions
Saw a continuatiun oi the light
were by doing this feat twice.
N/W winds but the odd puffs up
the face saw the compo called.
Sunday 20:
The task was to Gargett and
Dawned fine for another practice back. Of the 50 odd pilots in
day with many more people roll- the field, only 15 got to launch
ing up from Newcastle, Sydney, with 90% bombing out.
HowVictoria and Cairns.
At 9.30 ever Rod White did make it to
a.m. Kevin McGuiness was first Gargett and back - Congratualtoff, followed shortly after by Ber- ions - and Russell Duncan made
nie
Gonsalves
and
Chris it to Gargett and back to PinnMcDonald and they flew to Pinn- icle with Dave Lamont making
icle and back.
By lunch time it to Finch Hatton. The launch
the thermals had deteriorated was closed at 2.30 p.m. and the
and at 2 p.m. the light breeze round declared invalid due to the
was replaced by the sea breeze I large number of frustrated pilots
and many pilots soared the ridges stIll on the ground.
and some gave us a taste of aer- .
obatics to liven up the spectat- Sunday 27:
ors. Cloudbase was only 600' 800' above take-off and by 6.00 At last, a good day, but unfortunp.m. it was raining again. Poor ately the last day of the compo
"CMAC" spent a night in the The pilots agreed to a one-day
bush with the leeches, looking compo for furtherest distance on
. an out and back course to Garfor his runaway glider bag.
gett. It was decided that the reMonday 21:
sults from Monday would be
ignored so every pilot had an
The first day of the competition equal chance and went for it.
dawned fine and cloudy.
The Take-off was by a lucky draw.
launch was opened at 10.30 a.m. The wind was stlll a light westerand by 11.30 a.m. the field was ly but the whole field got off
away in their heats of five. The quickly in the lulls and, boy oh
task was a race to the Pinnicle boy, what a day.
township, some 23 kms. to headwind, but poor conditions beat
Many made it to Gargett and
some back to the Chalet and a
few made it to Gargett again
(as a good sea breeze picked up)
and a couple made it back to
the Chalet for the second time
and then returned halfway to Gar' gett again! Some great heights
were achieved and the countryside
is
just
magnificent
to
behold.

everyone.
By lunchtime it had
overdeveloped and by 2.00 p.m.
it was back to rain. The best
distance was achieved by Martino
Frederio from Switzerland flying
a G.T. The leaders on the first
day were Martino, Ross Hinton
and Marie Tucker.
There were
many ties and the whole field
was quite close together.
Danny Scott won the day with a
great flight of 114 kms. closely
Tues. 22, Wed.23 & Thurs.24:
followed by Russell Duncan at
112
kms.
Third
was
John
Consisted of strong N/W winds Hynams (Horse) and Mark NewPrizes were
and rain. . I improved my darts, lands was fourth.
Shane Duncan learned to sink a paid down to 7th. place (as there
pool ball, Wes Hlll beat the was a four-way tie for 7th.) and
first
four . also received
video game, the cards got worn the
Eungella XXXX (Fourex) trophies•
. out - need I say more?
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Apart from the trophy and prizemoney, Danny Scott won an air- I hope all pilots can be more
line t icket and Russell Duncan a careful in the future as rash actPod Harness.
ions such as this jeopardizes the
sport for all of us. Please do
For those planning on attending not fly any new sites unless you
next year there is considerable have
checked
for
clearances
prize mone y le ft over to be bank- first.
ed, to boost next year's a wards.
Even with the rain, Eungella is
still a fun place to be and if you
haven't been, I'd recommend you
try it
next year.
Strangely
enough,
or
should
I
say
"typically", after the compo the
weather was perfect for t he next
week. I believe Russell Duncan
and Graeme Etherton flew 90
and 80 kms., respectively for towing at McCrossan - up the coast
near Townsville.
Finally, on behalf of all those
fliers at Eungella, . I'd like to sincerely thank Gra~me Etherton
and Allison for their huge effort
this year in organising and running the compo and in obtaining
the great sponsorships. Thankyou
to all the sponsors and to the
Chalet for the use of your facilities. Also thanks to our launch
marshall, Alf Carter and to those
who helped in every other way.
I'm looking forward to seeing you
all there again next year. Till
then,
Fly High!

Q.H.G.A Announcement
The Annual General Meeting of
Q.H.G.A. will be held on the
last Tuesday in March at Barry
Edwards' residence, 41 Gladewood
Drive, Daisy Hill, starting at
7.30 p.m. sharp. B.Y.O.
Q.H.G.A. Apology
In SKYSAILOR I indicated t hat
the Double Island Point site
would now be known as "Freshwater".
What I meant Is that
Double Island Point Is now permanently closed.
In its place a
new site will be opened at Litt le
Freshwater where a set of dune
steps is to be constructed. This
should be done by Christmas.
!

CAIRN~S~\~~~~;::;:;;;:~;:;;;;;::;;:;:;;~
====::.J\
HANG GUDING CLUB

CAIRNS CORNER

Jerry.

The two hang gliding comps. in
north Queensland, Eungella and
Cairns attracted their usual high
standard of pilots, if only we
could say the same of the weathAttention All Pilots
er,
particularly
at
Eungella.
On the 3rd November, '85 at Jerry's resum~ of Eungella tells
1045 hours, hang gliders were re- the story.
ported flying due east of Proserpine airport, 13 nautical miles on Eight pilots from Cairns descendthe 077 radial at a height of ed upon Eungella this year - a
1800 ft.
The launch ~ay have reflection of the club's enthusiastic
attitude,
however
only
been from Conway Beach.
three competed, and only one of
These pilots were flying directly those for the entire competition.
in the Proserpine - Lindemann Still, the remaining pilots tasted
Island
Commercial
route
as the excitement of the place and
shown on the appropriate air no doubt P.R.4's will be in
demand in the ensuing twelve
charts.
months.
The D.O.A. has requested that
Q.H.G.A. should alert pilots to On behalf of our club, I'd like to
this breach of airspace, and have thank Graeme Etherton (Ethel)
informed Q.H.G.A. that should for his organization, and his suppthose pilots involved be caught, ortive officials; Allyson and Alf
that they WILL be PROSECUTED.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
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in particular.
won't forget
Alf's comment, when on the Saturday, with wind over the back
and part of the field already airborne, therefore everybody else
was obviously "toey" to launch,
Alf said, "If you want to take
off with t he wind over the back,
it's up to you" - everyone t ook
two steps back.
On Sunday,
when most had good flights,
Shane Duncan was heard to say,
"I managed to get out to Finch
Hatton (just over half-way to the
turn point), then I thermalled all
the way back to take-off" - for
a total distance of about 6 kms.
Shane couldn't get above 2,000'
and the sea breeze did the rest.
On the Monday, some of . the
Cairns contingent had another:
fly at Eungella, only to be met
with %
conditions.
On Tuesday, about twenty- four
pilots and friends departed for
Magnetic Island (off Townsville)
for the day aboard Ethel's yacht
"Stubby" and his parent's yacht
"Silver Sailor". I'm not sure who
won the game of baseball at
Radical bay.
I know the ball
didn't survive.
The return was
a leisurely race with the boat
flying the kite taking line honours. Thanks Ethel and Allyson
for a great day.
Macrossan airstrip, near Charters
Towers attracted the tow pilots
amongst us on Wednesday and
Thursday. Ethel and Russell Duncan clocked up nearly 80 kms. on
the first day and Russell almost
cracked Queensland's first hundred miles on the next day with
147 kms. Thanks for leaving the
100
NM
challenge
for
me
Russell. All thiS, and the Cairns
compo hadn't even started.
Friday night in Cairns wiped out
some pilots and Saturday was
withdrawal day.
However, the
weather looked fairly promising,
and the task was called to Dimbulah, via Tolga - 65 kms. Two
made the goal, Ethel and Ross
Hinton,
while Chris McDonald
landed at the township, short of
the airfield by 3 kms.
Chris
Brandon and Stu Davies landed
near the turn point and then
straggled behind.
A barbecued
evening meal, accompanied by
Roger the Rager and Rod Nairn
with their guitars was enjoyed
immensely.

Sunday morning heralded overcast round - a well deserved selectconditions, and after some pro- ion, with Rod Hadley, bursting incrastination, a pylon race in to the limelight with a unanimfront of launch, followed by a ous ele~tion to Secretary/Treasurspot landing was called.
About er.
thirty minutes after the first
pilot departed, a headwind com- ' A happy Christmas and wishing
ponent increased, allowing only you fair winds and strong thermtwo pilots to negotiate the pylon. als in the new year.
The rest opted for the spot.
Glen Kraemer,
Compo placing were Secretary,
Cairns Hang Gliding Club.
Cairns Competition '85 Editor's Note:
Graeme Etherton
1st:
You tricky little bugger! Fancy
2nd:
Ross Hinton
having the hide to pretend that
Chris McDonald
3rd:
last month's blurb wQuld be your
last, only to turn around and
Day
- as above
send in another one!
Day 2 :1st:
Glen Kraemer
2nd:
Graeme Etherton
3rd:
Bill Gartner
Some of our members deserve
special thanks for contributing to
the successful organisation and
implementation of our competition.
Nev, our President, and
joyce for their superb catering
effort
on
both
days,
yaung
Timothy Grace, joyce's No.1 assistant (no more matchmaking, eh
mate!), Sue, Kev and Rod Hadley
for officiating and our "dummies"
I'd
Rod Nairn and Tony Kerr.
like to thank our sponsors, the
Bay Village Motel, Air Queensland, CUB and Sunbird Airlines,
and hope to enjoy their continued
support.
The draw for the computer was
an anticlimax - I didn't win it,
neither did any hang gliding related person - some taxi driver in
Cairns.
Thanks to those who
supported our raffle.
We look forward to another
compo next year, so apply for
your leave now.
I was surprised at the number of
kites for sale at Eungella and
Cairns. Our pilots were fortunate to be able to inspect these
machines and even test fly them,
a luxury we are normally denied
up here.
Anyway, three were
sold, and the buyers are all very
pleased.
Our Annual General Meeting, conducted last month saw Nev Akers
elected to PreSident, second time

For those who prefer things to
be in proper sequence, I suggest
that you wait until we are sure
that Glen has finally quit, and
then cut out my glowing eulogy
from last month's rag, and stick
it in under Glen's final rave.

Notes
. By Jerry Furnell, (President)

I'd like to thank the Logan
Sports Flying Club for their invitation to their Christmas Fly-In
on the 14th. December, at 8.00
a.m. and I hope some of our
members have made it out there.
someone has been found to
organise it, I hope all goes well
those
going to Rainbow
for
Beach this year. Now that there
are two caravan parks; there
should be plenty of accommodation.

If

On the 10th. November, a Towing Compo was r held at Cecil
Plains and after a slow start
some pilots managed to get away
in the gusty S.S.W. winds. The
goal was restricted due to Oakey
Airspace and the winner was Bill
Koorneef who flew the 35 - 40
kms. first, followed closely by
Les McCrystal.
Good on ya
a
lovely
guys!!
Bill scored
Thanks
trophy for his efforts.
to Eion Robins for organising the
comp., joanne Slater for timing
and scoring, Fred Brooks for
supplying the tow vehicles and
all those who drove it.
Membership fees for the Nobby
Cup next year will be retained
agaln at $10.00 and are due now!!
Remember, one needs to be a
member to be eligible for winning
the various prizes and trophies
handed out at the end of the
year. One also needs to be a
member to fly at the Nobby. Late
fees will be $12.00 after March.

Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year to one and all. Now that The new rules for logging Cross
the holiday season is onc~ again Country flights for the Ramsay
upon us, many of us will be go- and Nobby cups are as such:ing away to fly at other sites in
1. Flight must exceed 10 kms.
Australia, whilst some will be
coming to join us at our hills
For those Nobby
2. Flight must be reported to
and fields.
Competitions
Officer
(or
members travelling away, I'd like
to remind you to seek out local
other committee
member)
fliers before flying their sites,
within 31 days.
just to be on the safe side. And
for those coming to Brisbane, All Cross Country flights for the
please take note of the signs at 1986 year have commenced from
our sites.
The Nobby is only the 4th November, 1985 which is
open on week-ends and only after when the '85 season was closed
gaining a height clearance from off, so that trophies could be
the R.A.A.F. Amberley, or con- . organised.
Pilots have till jan.
tact Hank Van Raalte for more 31st to log all flights from 4th.
information on (07) 200 6194. November, 1985, and from jan.
Also, Cecil Plains is only flyable 31st. 01} - RULE 2 above will
on
week-ends.
Hopefully the apply.
new site at Freshwater will be
available by the time this goes The results of this year's awards
to print.
are as such:SKYSAILOR Page 25

1. Richard Ingelido
2. Richard Lys

Ramsay CUE:
1. Bernard Gonsalves,
- 704 kms.

2. Jerry Furnell,

Awards for most improved fliers . Well,
year.
went to -

- 537 kms.

3. Scott Tucker,
- 381 kms.
Nobby ComEs:
1. Scott Tucker,

2. Bernard Gonsalves
3. Hank Van Raalte.

we've had on
Nobby Club?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Marc Hannsens
Dan Walsh
Peter Pazmany
Eion Robins
Mark Berry
Wayne Bazeley
Bernard Hodginson
Rod Bernard

keep

behalf

smiling,

of
till

the
next

Fly High,
Jerry Furnell,
(and his hang-gliding
Kathy

slave

Merry Christmas.
FRANK GRAY

Nobby CUE:
1. Scott Tucker

- 112 kms.
2. Dave Board

-

70 kms.

3. Bernard Gonsalves

Next year those non-flying wives
and girlfriends who help out at
any club function will be entitled
to free associate membership,
however, only full members (hic!)
will be entitled to vote at club
meetings.

55 kms.
Current Holder of the
Shield - Scott Tucker.

Nobby

Gentleman Fliers Award For
courtesy
and helpfulness to
other fliers :-

Finally, I'd like to thank all
those members who have supported Kathy and I throughout 1985.
I hope both of them will be back
next year!!!! (J ust jesting) - (No
he's not - Kathy) (Shush - Yes,
I am) (Not) (Am) - Does anyone know how many domestics

We
regretfully
announce
the
death of our friend and past stud-:
ent Frank Gray.
Frank passed
away on Monday, October 14,
1985.
Although in his sixtys Frank's
enthusiastic
and
energetic
approach to the sport of Hang
Gliding won him many admirers.
He will be sadly missed.
Henk Van Raalte & Ted McAllan
and
The Nobby Club Members

Wayne Bagnall r e c eiving so me e xpert advice
~t
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Crackneck Point.

FOIL

An innovative, aerodynamically clean
wing that gives you the opportunity of
experiencing BIG performance from
a small glider.

.,..
\

HELENSBUAGH 2508

PH.

0<'12 9<'12 052

.,
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1986 HANG GLIDING DIARY
February

January
Nationals: 7 -

18

Laurence H argraves: 25 -
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March

Freestyle: (immed. follows Hargraves)

2 Feb.

Pub with No Beer Festival

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December
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The Gyro has always been famous
for its immaculate sail and superb
handling. Now, the Gyro II offers you
an ease of set-up that leaves other
gliders on the hill, so why go past it?

1/189 PARKES ST.

HELENSBURGH 2508

PH.

042 942 052

t:be aR-t: ann
LOR-e 0-1=
cR-osb LannInG
This may not be the most glamorous subject to talk about but
I feel that there is a defi nite
need to write an ar ticle about
such, as when you consider that
you can go and pick up any flying magazine and gain valuable
knowledge in regards to flying
techniques,
flying
experiences,
knowledge of weather and its
patterns, etc., etc., but very
little Is written about accidents
and flying misfortunes. It is a
learning experience to be unfortunate enough to have an accident
or mishap, and valuable knowledge ca n tie gained by oneself
and othe r pilots.
Yet a sm all
proportion
of
hang
gliding
accidents Is actually documented.
Sooner or later every pilot,
whether P.R.t through to P.R.5
Is going to have the proverbial
confrontation be tween the ground
and hang glider.
I want t o get a point straight before I continue with this article,
and that Is, that I am not writIng this article because I consider myself an expert in the field
of crash landing, In fact, I am
the complete opposite;
having
had only one minor collision In
five years of hang gliding.
As I have previously mentioned,
it Is inevitable that sooner or
later every pilot will have a
crash, and the main aim of this
article Is that If the situation
arises where it is inevitable that
you are going to have a crash
' landing, what is the best and
~afest
possible way of colliding
' th the mother earth? No, the
wer is not panic.

\

Being a hang gliding instructor
and witnessing many minor crash
landings during the Initial process
of learning to hang glide, I have
often wondered what is the absolute correct answer to the question, "If I am going to crash land,
what Is the correct way to do
so?"
My own opinion of the
answer to the question would · be,

as possible, remove both hands
from the down t ubes or bottom
bar, depending on their position,
this will enable the body to act
as a pendulum and swing through
the A-frame. By doing this any
serious Injury should be mlnimised with the only possible Injury
being the head colliding with the
front of the keel. But all safety
minded pilots should be wearing
If the situation arises where It an approved helmet, therefore
is Inevitable that you are going reducing the possibilities of any
to crash, to just before Impact; injury at all.
push the bar out as far and as
hard as possible, so as the
think the worst possible thing
impact will be as soft and slow a Pilot could do when Initiating
as possible, and obviously the a crash · landing Is not removing
whole of your body weight will his/her hands from the A-frame,
be on the highside if hitting at just before Impact. I personally
At the last possible witnessed a collision where the
an angle.
moment after pushing out as far pilot did everything correct prior
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to impact with the exception of
removing her hands from tJ-.e Aframe,
therefore
the
whole
weight of her body was propelled
forward with the full force being
on her elbows, as a result of this
the pilot suffered a dislocated
elbow, a very common injury in
hang gliding, especiSllly In the
learning process. ..
Obviously the best possible methof
crash
landing
Is
od
PREVENTION, if you can prevent
the impact you will, but what if
you can't?
It will be very interesting to see
other people's views on this subjec:t, as when the question arises
from a student on how to crash,
with all the collagulated information from experienced pilots and
personal experiences, perhaps we
can answer this question to the
fullest.
We are In a high risk sport and
The
should treat it as such.
most
damage
can
be
done
through Impact, to property or
self. Perhaps when the situation
arises,
fear,
panic,
and self
preservation may take over, but
a little bit of knowledge will not
go astray.

EVERYTHING YOU WANTED
TO KNOW ABOUT THE
TOUGHER 1 & 2 RATING
QUESTIONS BUT WERE
TOO AFRAID TO ASK

A.

What are the rules of
right of way in the air?
Everyone gets out of the
way of the most erratic
pilots or the flyers who
yell, "Get out of the
bloody way" the loudest.

By Mark Dennis
Pilot Rating 1
Ql.

A.

Explain
air
speed
and
ground speed.
Air speed is how fast you
hang glide after takeoff.

Pilot Rating 2
Q1.

A.
Q3.

A.

Q4.

A.

Q5.

A.

How do you judge wind
strength,
direction
and
turbulance?
Talk someone else Into
going off first, and watch
them.
What Is turbulance?
There Is no such thing as
turbulance, only Whimps
admit It was rough!

Q3.
A.
Q4.
A.

What Is reflex?
. Something you have to
rely on to avoid a · midair, when you're flying
the south face off Stanwell on summer weekends.
Q7.

Q8.
Sorry about having to write an
article about crash landing, but
I thought it necessary.
Anyway
I hope this article need never be
required to be put Into practical
use by any pilot.

Q15.

A.
QI0.

Happy and Safe Flying,
'Chuck' Connor.
P.S.
Perhaps an article on landing in
confined areas would be of great
assistance to many pilots.

A.

Editor's Note:

Q14.

See "Landing Techniques Part
Three: Landing in Tight Spaces"
in SKYSAILOR, June 1985.

A.

Is it safe to fly a hang
glider by yourself?
Yes. Passengers just get
in the way.
You
are
flying
slowly
across a slope, left to
right, in light winds. You
initiate a turn to the
left but the glider feels
sluggish
and
wont
respond.
What is most
likely to be the problem?
Your V.B.
is
probably
pulled on!

A.

Q9.

A.
Name at least two areas
where it would be illegal
to fly a Hang Glider in
Australia.
The Draconian Order of
Airmen have decreed in
their infinite wisdom that
we can't fly above three
hundred feet and that we
can't fly anywhere near
clouds.
So you will all
go back to flying fifty
50 ft. sand dunes, won't
)'ou•••••

What meteorological factors would you. have to
consider when deciding to
fly and/or whether to continue flying?
Are concrete slabs comIng up the face?
In flight, how do you
judge the air speed of ·
your glider?
Guilty
What is wind gradient?
How do you cope with it?
Wind greadient is when
you bomb out due to lack
of wind, but when you
land you find the wind is
strong enough to flip your
unattended
glider
over.
To cope with It a few
stiff drinks will help.
. How would you estimate
wind
strength
without
Instruments?
Give
atleast three examples.
Big guns start making
excuses at
25 m.p.h
Eyebrows blow off
at
30 m.p.h.
Eyelids inflate
at
35 m.p.h.
Which glider has right of
way (a) In landing; (b) in
overtaking; (c) converging
at
90
degrees;
(d)
approaching head on?
This is all too much to
remember, just close your
eyes, the other flyers will
get out of the way!

QlO.

Some gliders have adjustment available for top
and bottom, fore and aft
wires.
What
is
the
effect of altering these
attachment positions?

A.

The effect on your mind ,l
is that it eleviates boredom when it isn't flyabl'
The effect on your gUi
is absolutely nothing!

----~----~-------------------------1
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vortic ies
tip
do
How
effect flying and how do
ground
to
relate
they
effect?
Vorticies
Trick question!
have nothing to do with
Everyone
ground e ffect.
knows ground effect is
suffer
you
something
from if you haven't had
a fly for more than two
weeks.

Q12.

A.

is no room to turn away
and impact is inevitable.
What should you do?
Drop out of prone. Put
your head bet ween your
legs, and kiss your ass
goodbye!

A.

Q15.

A.
. Q13.

You have made an error
down
are heading
and
wind into the hill. There

Q17.

Explain washout and why
it is incorporate d in the
design of modern hang
gliders.
the
in
aids
Washout,
spectator's
of
removal
blood from your glider.
You have made an error
and
are
of
judgement

A.
Q 19.

A.

Q21.
A.

about to land in the sea
in three feet of surf.
What would you do?
Try wave soaring.
What is the danger in
using extra carabiners t o
lowe r t he pilot's suspension point?
It could put Hang Loop
manu f acturers out of business.
What is a luffing dive?
Used by the Irish high
diving team in the 1976
Olympics.

HOW FAR CAN A HANG GLIDER FLY?
By Denis Cummings
As hang glider designs improve,
and soaring techniques improve,
we are seeing (or hearing about)
longer and longer X-C flights.
They've even broken the 100
m ile mark in England!!!
The
current
official
world
records
(F .A.I)
for
distance
(which give us a clue to our
present limits) are:I.

Open Distance: 300 kms.

2.

Out and Return : 180 kms.

Last year, with the aid of the
boss's computer, I took a look
at some glider polars and started doing a few calculations. The
aim was to calculate the theoretical distance that a hang glid- ·
er could fly in thermal conditions. The main parameters are:
I.

The glider's polar,

2.

The thermal strength, and

3.

The wind speed and direction.

same three items as above,
but
the
thermal/life
strength will be offset by
the glider's sink rate, and
thus, the speed at which it
can fly without gain or loss
of height.
This is experienced during
long ridge-soaring flights.
This will be slightly conservative, I feel, but the results
look healthy when compared
to actual flights.
Anyway, armed with the above
guidelines, and two polars (The

Sensor 510 - 13 to 1, and a
"guestimate" for a 10 to 1
glider - See Fig. 1), the dope
was fed into the space-invaders
machine and it ' spat back something like the two graphs, Fig.
2 and Fig. 3.
Please note: these figures show
the maximum rates of ground
speed for the chosen head/tail
wind and chosen average climb
rate in thermals. It is assumed
that the pilot AL WAYS flies at
the
optimum
speed-to-fly
(McReady Theory) between thermals, and always finds a thermal before he finds the ground.
By using these graphs, you can
calculate the conditions needed
to break the 300 kms. world
record in a 6 hour flight. Look
for the conditions that will allow an average speed of 50 k.p.h
for a 13: 1 glider you will
need thermal conditions better
than 200 ft/min. average climb
with a 25 m.p.h. tailwind. With
climbs of 700 ft/min. average,
you would only need a 3 m.p.h.
tailwind.
Don't forget you
will have to fly at optimum
speed between thermals.

Let's look at it step-by-step.
I.

Sustained Straight Flight:
IF the outside air is lifting
at a rate greater than the
glider's minimum sink rate,
then the glider can fly in
a straight line without a
gain or loss of height. The
speed at which it can fly
will be controlled by the

For a 10: 1 glider, you will see
that either stronger thermals
and/or stronger tailwinds will be
required to do the same speed.
Similarly,
if
you intend
to
choose .a nil-wind day to break
the 180 kms. Out and Return
record, you will need to do an
average of 30 k.p.h. ground
speed for 6 hours.
Thermal
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(iii)

climb rates of 300 ft/min for
13 to 1 gliders and 600 ft/min.
for 10: 1 gliders are needed. To
do the same Out and Return
flight
in
a
10 m.p.h. day
(assume headwind/tailwind only),
needs thermal climb of 500
ft/inin. for 13:1 and is nearly
impossible for a 10: I glider.
2.
Examples:
(i)

(ii)

Sink/Lift = 750 ft/min
Polar speed = 44 mph.
Now distance =
44 x 8
352 miles
in still winds.
and,
= (44 + 15) x 8 = 472
miles in 15 m.p.h. tail
wind.

Also, as the thermals are
lifted off the ground and
rise
into
any
prevailing
wind, they tend to drift
along at a rate which is
less than that of the wind.
The allowance for "thermal
drift" that I have used is:-

Now, in inland conditions,
we don't get 750 ft/min.
lift for 8 hours. We usually get isolated pockets of
lift (thermals) and intermediate patches of slight
sink. The theory is "whatever goes up must go down"
So it is with both the hang
glider and the thermic air
through which it moves. In
my
calculations,
I
have
assumed that all thermals
are
surrounded
by
sink
equivalent to 10% of The
Glider's Climb Rate in the
available thermals.

(10: I glider)
Sink/Life = 300 ft/min
Polar speed = 30 mph.
In an 8 hour flight
in
lifting
air
(No
head, tail or cross
the
glider
winds),
could fly 30 x 8 = 240 miles/
380 kms.
Same example,
but
15 m.p.h. tailwind.
Distance =
(30 + 15) x 8 = 360
miles/570 kms.

(a)

Tailwind

50% of
wind speed.

(b)

Headwind

- 100% of
wind speed.

The Need to ThermaI(Climb)

Also, it can be seen that, if it
is a nil-wind day and thermals
will only average 200 ft/min.
(low cloud-base?), it cannot be
expected that pilots will be able ·
to fly at any speed greater than
about 20 k.p.h.
A 100 kms.
race to goal would need at least
6 hours of flight time.
Next time you have a good
flight, try seeing how efficiently
you are flying.
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PO LARS USED

.
Glide Ratio:
Glider:

10: 1
Estimate Only

Airsl2eed (m.p.h.)

,

13: 1
Sensor 510*
Sink Rate (ft./min.)

16

250

18

210

20

200

22

200

24

210

230

26

230

190

28

260

195

30

295

205

32

335

218

34

380

235

36

430

255

38

490

277

40

560

300

42

640

325

44

730

352

46

380

48

410

50

445

52

485

* Polar in manufacturer's advert.

FIGURE
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Dear Chris,
I do not wish to bring further
publicity to the religious ramblings of Rod White in his letter
published
in
September
SKYSAILOR (don't bother to go back
and read it, espedally if you
were fortunate enough to miss it
the first time). However, I feel
it is important to present the
following views in the hope that
such personally motivated articles
irrelevant to hang gliding are
refused publication in the future.
The "letters to the' editor" section of September SKYSAILOR
took up over six pages of the
magazine. I consider this section
both interesting and useful but
found it distressing that two columns of valuable space were
wasted
on
thinly
disguised
religious preaching.
SKYSAILOR is a hang gliding
magazine and should not be a
platform for other organizations,
or indeed individuals, "pushing
their own barrows" so to speak.
If the present policy of unedited
publishing of letters is continued
and you do not envoke your right
to "edit or delete contributions
where necessary" one could soon
.expect to see politicians and
used car salesmen taking advantage of such a convenient avenue
of free advertising.
R.R. Nairn.

Dear Chris,
We would like to reply to Rod
White's evangelistic sermon to
fools who worship and glorify
their gods of aluminium and
dacron.
The fact that he gets a buzz out
of flying, both spiritually and
We also
physically is great!
derive spiritual strength through
flight.
However, the self-righteous manner in which he says we should
humble ourselves
in his way
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happily notching up tears in my
sail all winter, it now seems
they are getting serious.
On a
flight recently at Boon Hill, one
eagle managed to put ten rips in
the one area of my sail.
My
brown and white glider always
gets attacked more than any
The "true" spirit of flying is other glider in the air, so I predi fferent
for
each
individual. sume this colour combination upBeing born again is simply when sets them. It is now getting to
a new life begins for you. Rod's the stage where I am a bit
I
new life began when he accepted scared to fly at some sites.
have considered doing some flyChrist.
ing in Victoria but even then I
Ours began when we accepted am still worried that, if I get a .
gliding and the new life it good thermal and really sky out,
I might get hit by God.
brought.

before his God, is what prompted
us to Write this letter.
Let's
not
allow
differing
individual
realities to divide glider pilots.
The only thing that separates
humanity is our beliefs, and we
believe whatever we choose.

We don't wish to make SKYSAILOR the battlefield for a
holy war. Let's keep it a neutral medium for all pilots to exchange experiences and perceptions with the focus being on
hang gliding and the joy it brings
to all of us.

Kevin Cowie,
P.S.

Is He territorial?

Editor's Note:

There are several recommended
methods for warding off divebombing magpies, including wavIf gliding brings you closer to ing a furled umbrella or a stick,
God, great, but it may affect suddenly opening an umbrella,
others differently and they will wearing an ice-cream carton on
the head,
and placing small,
show it differently.
white thermonuclear devices in
We are the fanatics because we their nests. Unfortunately sticks,
accept gliding with an intense umbrellas (especially open ones),
religious zeal. "Born again" rep- and ice-cream cartons can be
resents the change gliding has cumbersome to carryon a hang
glider, and thermonuclear devices
brought to our lives.
have a nasty habit of exploding
The most important thing to us in your pocket, causing serious
of
your
naughty
is to have a damn good time. derangement
We feel no guilt and no need to bits.
humble ourselves before God in
the way Rod does.
Another possibility is to wear a
You may not understand this way pair of sunglasses on the back of
This confuses the
of thinking, but as the bloke your head.
magpie
(or
eagle),
making them
with the long hair and sandals
said, 2000 years ago, "Judge not think you are walking backwards
- and therefore quite capable of
lest you be judged yourself".
engineering your own demise without their help.
Maybe a large
Fly out, above and beyond.
pair of sunglasses attached to
Born
again glider pilots and the rear of your keel would help
stave off future attacks from
fanatics.
eagles - although God is not likely to be confused by such a
Ian Maclean and Ken Jensen
simple ploy. No, God is not territorial - in fact it appears that
Dear Mr. Southerly,
He is omnipresent.
If you are
It is now summer and that means really worried about attacks from
mating time for the eagles, and this quarter, an oxygen mask
a ripping · time for my glider. worn at heights of greater than
Although
the
eagles here in 8,000 ft. AMSL is a useful means
South f\ustralia have been quite of defence.

Dear Chris,
As a wife of a Hang-Glider pilot
I would very much like to reply
to Rod White's letter on the subject of "Being Re-born".
The following comment is from
an "Occultist" philosophy whereas
Rod's is from a "Christian" philosophy. The two are greatly different.
To be born again, the meaning
of which varies from individual
to individual.
One man's "born
again" is another's "damnation".
It is surely a renunciation of the
old, worn-out self. Metamorphosis takes place in the mind. This
takes many experiences and much
time to achieve, and success is
only surmounted when the Divine
Will within your soul is in complete harmony with the Divine
Will in the Universe; "The Oversoul". Immediately this happens,
forces are set in motion which
draw the personality towards being born again.
The Sarcophagus in the Kings
Chamber in the Great Pyramid
was used for Initiations where
the · pertainer after the ancient
mysteries lay.
It was death to
the old self and a gradual dawning of the new greater self. His
mind would resonate with the alchemy of the Kings Chamber and
wise teachers alike, an introduction to the Great One's body of
intelligence.
An
indlvidual is
born into the infinite, sharing the
vision of the great ones and a
ruler of his or her own destiny.
We have all heard that the Lord
is an everlasting God or Power
He is the Creator of every living
creature on this earth and permeates
every
atom
of
the
universe. He is within all of us
and without His energy we would
surely not exist. Fortunately for
many God loves us all and it
doesn't matter who or what you
are, He will always love us, this
is because we are a part of His
great plan for humanity and all
of us possess a spark of His great
divine
consciousness,
it
just
depends if you want to cultivate
it into a great white light or
carryon living in the illusive
world of matter which is in
reality a perverted reflection of
the spirit world.

The ' spirltual debate, sparked by
"The Fanatics" has featured prominently In recent issues, and it
seems that Rod White's courageous crusading has raised the
hackles of many a reader. It is,
or at least can be, an all-embracIng lifestyle with strong spiritual
and social aspects.
There comes a time, however,
when even the most entertaining
of
dialogues
becomes
bogged
down and tiresome.
This is
especially so with matters of the
soul, where discussion is 'Often
limited to mere assertions of a
personal philosophy.
Now that
most sides of the debate have
been well covered by the letters
received so far, I very much
doubt that SKYSAILOR is the
proper forum for the continuance
of
the
discussion.
In other
words, enough is enough. There
are plenty of other things within
the sphere of' hang gliding to
To know God, is to know your which we can usefully turn our
own self as you are as an individ- attention.
ual in the great drama called
life.
Thanks to all those who contributed to this highly Interesting
As the Aquarian Age approaches debate. But please - no more.
many of us will be reborn into
individuals directing the power of
"LOVE" to our fellow man.
Dear Chris,
To be privileged and gifted is to
know the Will and Power of God In response to Ian Jarman's invitand to understand His plan for ation to discuss trends in learnerhumanity.
Let us not confuse intermediate gliders. I have notsimilarities
with
model
flying a Hang-Glider with spirit- iced
ual Aspiration, as the two are planes: Pilot A uses a slow flyHe learns
worlds apart.
One lays in his ing stable aircraft.
harness and thermals up and theory from experienced pilots
sinks down, the other works with but on the practical side he is
mental substance as do all the mostly self taught. His progress
great beings and the keepers of to aerobatics is gradual and
the planet whom share the same usually with a few hassles if he
vision. That Is the spirltualisat- is the patient type.
Ion of man and the coming of
Learner B. is likely to be good
the etheric ones.
friends with a hot pilot and they
May love and light seize upon use dual-control transmitters with
fast manoueverable aircraft, in
your mind.
a surprisingly short time he becomes an accomplished pilot, but
Linda Porritt.
is
in
constant
contact
with
instructors to reduce hassles.
Editor's Note:
In hang gliding, at one extreme,
In the June editorial, I made a
pilot A. gets a free lesson
commitment to publish all memthrown in when he buys his kite,
bers'
letters
unedited.
Since
then frequents the dunes either
then quite a few members have
alone
or
with
a companion.
taken this opportunity to engage
Obviously, this person will suffer
in what have probably been the
less pain if the glider is of a formost vigorous and entertaining
giving design.
At the other
debates in the history of the
extreme pilot B.. learns always
magazine.
in the company of better pilots
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progressing rapidly through the
ratings. Very soon he is flying
the latest advanced glider at the
top sites, at first we might look
on with misgivings, but in hindsight . if he has shown natural
ability, then responsive gliders
prove to be to his advantage.
To sort out these personalities,
intending hang glider learners
could be taken two up in a glider or trike. The instructor could
plan a teaching program and advise a glider, based on the learner's performance.

1 Nov., 1985.
Dear Sir,
It has been reported to me that
there have been a number of accidents involving
your students
where injuries have been caused
to those particular students. As
I do not appear to have received
any accident reports in relation
to these matters, would you
please have them forwarded to
me urgently.
Yours faithfully,

Feedback to manufacturers could
result in a couple of trends, one
a lightweight slow flyer which
might change hands often and retain its trade up value, another
that is faster and more responsive which can also be trimmed
up to suit the learner's progress.

Kieran Tapsell,
National Safety Director.

The Ghostwriter.
(Name and address supplied)

Mr. Kieran Tapsell,
National Safety Director,
19 Stanwell Ave.,
Stanwell Park. 2209

Chris,
Could you print the following
reply to anonymous allegations
made against my school and
treated as fact by Kieran Tapsell. I have enclosed a copy of
Kieran's letter and hope . you will
print both together.
Kieran has been sent my reply,
however he has forgotten who
made the allegations so I have
decided to print my reply in
SKYSAILOR. The day I received
the letter was the worst blow I
have received from members of
the sport of Hang Gliding, as my
whole life and work is centred
around teaching and producing
first class, safety-conscious students.
My school's business and safety
success hardly warrants the continuation of such debase slander.
With the printing of this letter
maybe the person or persons making the allegations will either
shut up or have the guts to face
me personally.
If it continues
my solicitor will take further
steps.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Centre
Pty. Ltd.,
60 Bar Beach Ave.,
Merewether. 2291
Tel. 049 262896

14 Nov., 1985.
Dear Sir,
This letter is both a personal and
a public reply to your letter
dated 1st November, 1985, concerning reported injuries suffered
by my students. During the five
years I have been · instructing in
hang-gliding professionally, I feel
I have had to endure an excessive level of criticism based on
the
unprofessional
lies
and
approach which characterises certain sectors of the hang-gliding
industry.

e~~~;·
..

Any responsible teacher of hang. gliding must be vigilant about
the safety of the student during
instruction.
Although I do not
assert that my techniques are
completely foolproof, I submit our
accident statistics as evidence of
our safety-conscious and progressive attitude to instruction in
hang-gliding.
In the past five years we have
taught nearly 2,000 people tc
hang-glide.
In this period, only
four serious injuries have been
suffered
by
students.
By
"serious", I refer to any injury
that requires medical attention.
These injuries were - 1 broker.
wrist, 1 broken humerus (upper
arm), 1 broken forearm and 1 dislocated collar bone. Since your
appointment
as
safety
coordinator, we have conducted 400
lessons in our school.
There
have been no accident report~
forwarded to you from our school
because no serious injury to any
student enrolled in our school ha~
occurred in the past eighteen
months. At the last instructors'
recertification a copy of my student file, including associated accident reports, was available for
inspection by Ian Jarman.
I believe our attitude and tuitior
techniques
are
respected
anc
appreciated
by
our
students,
After the course of instruction,
we maintain a relationship witt
the student.
We continue tc
tutor
students,
at
no
extrc
charge, until they are soaring,
under a variety of conditions, flying prone, and, if conditions an
suitable, top landing.
I believE

/« ~1tI~~'~~

~k~~,~_

Thank you,

Mr. Kel Smi th,
60 Bar Beach Road,
Mereweather. N.S.W. 2291
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A happier Kel Smi t h .

it is due to this long term interest in the proficiency of our students that we are one of the
most successful schools in Australia, in terms of student numbers and safety record.
To date, only one of our graduates has suffered serious injury
- (broken leg).
I'm sure you will agree that this
is an impressive safety record.
I find it difficult to resist the
temptation to retalliate to the
allegations
made
against
our
school with allegations against
others. But this, I believe, is debasing and unprofessional behaviour.
I have a healthy respect
for my
opposition, where it
maintains the same high standards as our school. My most direct business rival, Airborne Pty.
Ltd., and its current instructor,
Chris Brandon have my respect
because they
are deserving of
it.
Business considerations and
professional jealousy would never
be allowed to interfere with this
respect.
From conversations I have had
with Sydney schools, I realise that
back-stabbing within the profession has been a problem there.
It is this back-stabbing, with no
basis in fact, that has given rise
to the erroneous reports of injuries suffered by my students. I believe that such behaviour imparts
an unhealthy attitude to new recruits to the sport.
I appeal to all those engaged in
the
hang-gliding
industry
to
strive to make their behaviour on
the personal and the professional
level, of the highest calibre.
Let us keep jealousy, lies, slander and gossip out of our dealings
with each other. Let us bring
criticisms to each other in a
straightforward, constructive and
Let us all
dignified fashion.
seek continued improvement in
instruction techniques and safety
precautions to achieve excellence
within our profession.
Yours faithfully,
Kel Smith,
Director,
Newcastle Hang
Pty. Ltd.

Gliding

Centre

Editor's Note:
Most people,
myself included,
would prefer to believe that
everyone involved in hang gliding
is concerned first and foremost
with
the
improvement
and
advancement of our marvellous
game.
Unfortunately, such disgraceful episodes as the allegations against Kel Smith show that
we still have not managed to do
away with the mud slingers who
periodically plague our sport with
their
cowardly tactics.
Such
pointless attacks- are the trademark of those who wish to enjoy
the incomes of professionals without accepting any of the responsibilities of professional conduct.

attempt to hide at all costs any
mistake they may make lest
their competitors capitalise on
their predicament. If this is the
case, the sport is in a sad
state".
It is ironic that Kel
should now be accused of the
very practice he was trying so
hard to combat.
The person responsible for these
allegations has only succeeded In
causing friction between Kel and
Kieran - two of our most dedicated pilots.
I certainly hope
that we have seen the last of
this type of behaviour.

Dear Editor,
Having been involved in hang gliding for over ten years, I -can
remember quite a few episodes
similar to this and can therefore
hardly claim to be overly surprised that it should happen
again - especially considering the
increasing commercialisation of
our sport. But what makes this
particular case so infuriating is
that, not only are the allegations
apparently baseless, Kel has consistently demonstrated his commitment to promoting safe and
responsible attitudes among less
experienced pilots. In fact, Kel
is one of the few "top pilots"
who had had the courage to submit an accident report when he
made a basic error, in his own
flying. In December 1984, Kel's
frank and comprehensive report
of his unfortunate accident at
Mooney was published in SKYSAILOR.
In it, he observed:
"many pilots who have built a
reputation for being skilled

Stanwell Soaring Centre over the
past four years has operated as
a School, Harness and Helmet
Manufacturing business. I would
like to announce that it is now
under new owners.
The School is operating from
Enterprise Wings on the same
'phone number - 042 94 2648.
The Helmet Manufacturing is now
Newcastle
Hang
Gliding
by
Centre.
The Harness Manufacturing is
now by Steve Stokes of Newcastle.
I would like to take this opportunity
to
thank
the
people
involved with Stanwell Soaring
Centre over the past years, who
it a successful
helped make
business.
Also the Pilots who
bought Gliders and my Helmets,
Harnesses and Pods.
I would like to say a special
thanks to Enterprise Wings who
have done a lot in a short time
for the Beginner.
They have
taken the trouble to find out
how they can improve the Trainer Gliders to benefit the learner.
As a result I feel they have produced the best Trainer Glider
available in Australia today.
To finish just a short note for
those of you who have had a
long wait on the list for your
FOIL. I received mine the other
day after a long wait, but it was
If
worth it, it is BRILLIANT.
you are thinking of a new glider,
include the FOIL ~n your list for
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a TEST FL Y and you will b ~ record attempts and flying in
pleasantly surprised.
Enterprise f frontal conditions for mileage
Wings are Hang Glider Mannfact- gain.
urers of the future.
Be aware that there is always
Thanks again to all who support- the possibility that turbulence
ed my business.
will invert you and your glider.
Avoid turbulence if you can, if
~ee you all in the SKY.
you can't, keep your parachute
in good order.
Clyde Farquhar
Yours faithfully,
Dear Chris,
Enclosed are copies of two letters related to certification of
hang gliders and the problems
facing those that manufacture
·them and those that fly them.
Hang glider development has
been rapid over the last 15
years.
Pilots quickly adapt to
new gliders and . quickly take
them out of the ~nvelope that
they were expected to remain
within.
Manufacturers of the materials
that we use (mainly aluminium
tube and dacron) have disclaimed any warranty on their materials if used in ultra-lights or
hang gliders, as they are horrified of the consequences of
successful law suits that may
result from an accident. .
Insurance companies are wary
of accepting product liability
cover for hang glider manufacture. Since the introduction of
hang glider certification, manufacturers could build gliders to
a standard, confident that they
had done their best to protect
their customers and their reputations.

I am beginning to think the
H.G.M.A. standards may need
some
revision.
Turbulenceinduced in-flight inversions and
structural failures seem to have
become fairly common again.
In 1979 and 1980, when we first
adopted the current pitching
moments standards, we seemed
to have eliminated this problem.
At that time, however, most of
the gliders had much higher
levels of stability than the minimum levels required by the
standards, and probably had higher levels of pitch damping than
is typical of gliders today.
I
think that perhaps it is time to
take a hard look at the recent
safety record of certified gliders, and see if we can correlate
pitching moment data, aspect
ratio, sweep, etc. and come up

Bill Moyes.
July 26, 1985.
Dear H.G.M.A. Member:
I have sketchy reports of four
Pro Dawn hang gliders which
have had structural failures during the last several months. I
have another sketchy report of
a tumble and failure involving
Don Gordon and a Sensor in the
Owens Valley during the Don
Partridge Memorial XC Classic.
I have a sketchy report of a
tumble involving Tom Offring
and a. Sensor last November at
Crestline. I have had four re-ports of structural failures and/
or inversions on 160 Ducks, one
tumble without a failure on a
180 Duck (I have this one on
video!) and six reports of failures and/or inversions on 160
Streaks (dating back to 1983)
and a number of rumours about
various incidents involving Comets.

a new set of standards
I with
which perhaps will require high-

I

er levels of static stability for
gliders with less sweep and higher aspect ratios. This kind of
, project would be. a major under; taking, and could only be. done
with
everyone's
co-operation.
The first requirement would be
to have good data on all the
I
recent incidents involving certified gliders.
I I am therefore requesting that
all manufacturers gather all the
I relevant data they can about
any incidents they know of, but
particularly those incidents inI volving their own gliders.
I al-

Now
the
president
of
the
H.G.M.A. informs us that glider
pitch-overs are on the increase
and we may have to revise our
testing system. '
The purpose of publishing these
letters is to make you, the
pilots, aware of the possibilities
of pitch-overs and structural
failures.
We in Australia have had a
remarkably good record compared to the West Coast of
America, where conditions are
more violent.
However, our
Summer is almost here and
there
will
be
cross-country
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ready have good written information on the Offring incident. The Swiss place their faith in
I have no information on the the drop test for pitch, and for
Gordon incident, the Dawn inci- structure insist on plus 6G's and
dents, nor any of the Comet in- minus 4F's pilot and glider
The
cidents. (I do have some infor- weight added together.
mation on Raymond's tumble at Germans want positive pitch at
the 1984 Nationals, however this 50m.p.h. but will accept plus
3G's pilot
and
minus
was, as I understand it, induced 6G's
The Americans
by aerobatics and is therefore weight only.
probably less relevant to our only expect posi~ive pitch at 40
question. Still I would like to m.p.h. and test structually at
include aerobatic-induced incid- fixed speeds related to stall
speeds.
Therefore, we have
ents in our reporting, as well as
reached the situation where the
clear cases of pilot error - flew
Magic passes German Certifiinto rotor, etc.)
I know that nobody likes to pub- cation but wonft pass American
licize or emphasise these types Structual Tests.
of incidents involving their own
gliders.
I also know that in This year we saw John Pendry
every such incident there are invert a Magic and suffer no
"special circumstances" which to structual damage which suggests
some
degree
"absolve" . the that the U.S. Structual Tests
However,
glider and place the "blame" on may be too severe.
the pilot or the conditions. If on the other hand, 3 U.S. certwe are to move forward on this ified Pro-air gliders suffered
project, we need to put this structual failures in flight, rekind of stuff behind us and vealing a structual fault that
tests
did
not
work together in an honest · eff- certification
ort to gather information.
I . expose.
think this situation is something
we need to at least look at Certification is working in all
carefully, and maybe something forms, but one thing is clear.
we need to act on.
If you
While ever we fly tail-less
agree, let's get to work. If you wings, as our hang gliders are,
don't agree, please let
me we will never be free of pitchkrlOW. I'd like to have this inforover problems. We should conmation compiled in time to distinue to accept any information
cuss it at · an H.G.M.A. meeting that
becomes
available
and
in September. It need not in- adopts any test procedure that
volve multipage reports on each assists us. . Australia is a small
incident.
I have enclosed a community and the sport is too
form you may wish to copy and new and there are too many
use.
avenues unexposed for us to reject any system that appears to
Thanks,
be
working.
Mike Meier, H.G.M.A. President.
Phil Mathewson,
In 1985 we have put the GTR
H.G.F.A.,
through Swiss and German CertP.O. Box 1906,
ification as well as the AmerNORTH SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2060
ican and have the documents
for all 3 certification systems.
Dear Phil,
Yours faithfully,
Thanks for your letter of 8/7/85
re the convention's attitude to- Bill Moyes.
ward certification. •
Certification has been a sensitive subject in Europe this year
with the 3 nations monitoring
the programmes becoming more
divided in test procedures than
ever.
The Germans will not
accept the Swiss pitch test, the
Swiss will not accept the German structual test, and the
Americans
are undecided
on
what to accept in the way of
reciprocal agreements.

Dear Sir,
Whilst flying at Barwon Heads,
on the Victorian West Coast recently, I found a white helmet and
So
a red/black apron harness.
far I have been unsuccessful in
locating the owner so I thought
the above details could be displayed in next month's SKYSAILOR. The above items were
found on the 20th. O~tober at

the Blackrock end of the Barwon
Heads sit e, (a common learning
area). If the owner contacts me
on the phone number below, I
will return them.
Yours fai t hfully,
Stephen Skip.
Phone: (03) 397

~624

Dear Christopne,
Please find below an ad for the
"Market Place" in the next SKYSAILOR.
Congratulations on your editorship of SKYSAILOR particularly
the last editorial (October), about
how special flying is to all of us
and how difficult it is to explain
it to anyone without sounding
boring!
Happy summer flying,
Peter Gray.
Dear Chris,
With spring definitely upon us,
here's just a short rave about
the flying some of the Byron Bay
Club members did on the October long weekend.
As much as
I'd like to expand on the beauty
of flying in our humid environment, the resulting weather is
mostly fair to poor thermalling
conditions. That's not to say it
isn't great when it isn't pumping,
but as any long-time local pilot
will tell you, 8 years of local
knowledge up your sleeve is
about what It takes sometimes.
Sea-breezes,
low
cloud,
rain
forest and fickle sites ensure
that all of the up and coming
P.R.4 pilots in the club have difficulty in finding excellent thermailing condi tions.
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So, it was with these pilots in :
mind and after some talking into
it and positive thinking, we were
all off to do some car-towing
with Nick Palaric, the local Moree pilot who organized the strips
for us to use around the Moree
area.
Only my brother Colin,
myself and Nick had any cartowing experience and so for the
other four virgIn tow-pilots it
was to be go-go-go for the first
time.

Anyhow, after three days of good
weather, the Byron boys were
more than happy with the flying
we did.
All in all we totalled
up with 290 kms. between . us.
Most pilots reached around 78,000 ft. A.S.L. and flew the
furthest and the highest than
they had done before. We were
t owing up between two large
ploughed up paddocks about two
miles across, with corresponding
"heat shimmer" just above the
ground.
As you could guess,
there were dust-devils everywhere and you really had to
avoid or hope to avoid them on
Once you
launch or landing.
were in the air it was fine and
t he strong lift was. encountered
by all pilots.
La te afternoon
glides and silky therm als were
the rewards for the keen J>ilots.
To summarise It all for us, it
was thermalling at its best - a
taste of summer definately.
See you all up there,
Brian Rushton -- Pres. B.B.H.G.C.

What we ' need are a little less
rules and a little more helpful
advice. This may sound idealistiC, but gliding has such a small
number of participants that true
self regulation is possible.
Savagely and Angrily yours,
Geoff Martin.
Editor's Note:
Geoff, It would be hypocritical
of me t o claim that all the rules
and regulations are beyond criticism. Nevertheless, most of them
are there for a reason, although
t his may not always be apparent
to less experienced pilots.
As
for the "outdated" rating system,
all I can say is: "hang in there
mate - there's a new one on the·
I'll gladly send info. in on any way".
sites I hear of, but I'm only a
P.R.2. How about all "you guys" Regarding your comments about
who have had years of exper- Stanwell, I agree that it is one
ience and know the sites - how of the easiest hills to fly in Austabout you Nigel?
ralia. Unfortunately, a few problems such as the number of
I find it amusing to see anyone people on the beach at weekends,
stand loyally by the rules. As the bUilt-up nature of the valley
far as I'm concerned a responsible and the continual menace by fierattitude is the most important al tour buses which regularly disthing in hang gliding, and rules gorge masses of shutter-happy
have nothing whatsoe ver to do heathens atop our most sacred
with that - or anything else for shrine; make it necessary to imthat matter. When pilot s are un- pose see mingly drachonian but
sure they will go to a more eminently sensible, restrictions on
e xperienced pilot for advice, and the site.
the novice can either follow that
advice and use his or her in- Hopefully, through the "Summer
stincts, or they can be . an ass- Soaring Site Guide" we will soon
hole. The latter usually results be able · to bring you some useful
in the novice learning the hard information on the great profusway. We each have the right to ion of suitable sites with an easy
choose our own destiny.
drive of Sydney.

P.S.
All flights were made in Area 1.
(see May SKYSAILOR).
Dear Edi tor,
I would like to reply to yours
and Nigel Goddard's angry and
savage replies to my letter of
some months back.
Firstly, I'm glad my letter got
response as that's what its main
purpose was. The site guide IS
pitiful, not through any fault of
John Selby, who has obviously
done more than his fair share.
But because of a lack of effort
in that direction by the pilots
who know the sites.
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Stanwell is the perfect example
of rules getting beyond a joke.
I did my first soar there and yet
it's rated a P.R.3. When I went
there recently, having done the
20 flying days, and the questions
(I didn't have my little sticker)
I was interrogated just as I was
about to take off. This did wonders for my pre-launch frame of
mind. Then this certain safety
officer tried to tell me that my
C of G was set up wrongly.
Also my limited experience has
led me to believe that most of
the coastal sites are safe for
P.R.2's provided they have initially been helped, yet they're all
still rated P.R.3. Let's face it,
our ratings and rules are mostly
out-dated anyway.

Dear Chris,
If you meant to stir a reader in-

to writing-action with the comments you made on Ian Jarman'~
letter to the editor in the September issue, you have done it,
mate!
Although I have writter
in an earlier SKYSAILOR that
am too busy to hang glide, lei
alone write to SKYSAILOR,
can't keep my trap shut abou'
what you had to say.
Let me rehash your opinion abou
the quality of commercial han,
gliding instruction: "Also, if th'
standard of hang gliding business
es is as high as you (Ian J armar
suggest, then surely some sat1s
fied customers would have bee

!

. moved before now to heap praise
on them through this magazine".
Chris, have you ever heard the.
proverb, "No news is good news"?
This is certainly true for hang
gliding:
no complaints and no
accidents don't make news.
Among the eleven commercial
hang gliding instructors between
Newcastle and Wollongong with
whom I have done business in my
short flying career, I felt that
only one did not give real value
for money.
Would you agree
that students complain very rarely about the way they are
taught?
Still, I wouldn't say
that "the higher the price the
better the instructor".
I found
the most expensive one to be the
worst.
Conversely,
a
noncommercial instructor (Steve Hagney) taught me in a very short
time an awful lot.
How do you keep an instructor
fed if he doesn't charge the students for the work he does?
There are two ways short of
robbing a bank: Firstly, you can
send him on the dole and ask
him to teach hang gliding for the
money he gets out of unemployment benefits.
Secondly, you
cart send him to work in a Trade
during the week to earn money
to keep himself and on weekends
he can teach hang gliding at no
charge.

neys pay for their tuition? How
about getting temporary work
to save up for a few lessons?
This is really the crux of Ian J arman's "user pays" argument for
professional schools.
Chris, the other point which stirred me up was that you tell Ian
off about not writing about hang
Remember
gliding
businesses.
that if I say something decent
about hang gliding schools it
sounds "kosher" because I am not
But
a commercial instructor.
imagine the screams by readers
and editors if the hang gliding
schools did exactly the same:
"Look, they just want to put a
cheap
commercial
into
SKYSAILOR", or "of course they
would not say anything negative
about themselves".
Ian Jarman
has shown with his story about
pioneering hang gliding in Nepal
that he is one of the most literate, interesting contributors who
have ever hit SKYSAILOR. Surely
then it can't be true that "noone has ever bothered to contribute". What prevents instructors
from writing about themselves is
simply that they fear it might be
misconstrued as a commercial.
Granted, with the exception of
Ian, instructors are not exactly
prolific writers for SKYSAILOR
and all of us would welcome
contributions
from
this
more
"fountain
of
hang
gliding
wisdom".
Don't forget though

The first solution implies a social
conscience:
"I take something
from the community (dole) and
don't keep it to myself; I give
it back to the community (free
hang gliding lessons)". The second
solution
implies
infinite,
unmitigaged charity; "I work my
guts out so that a hang gliding
pilot can fly instead of having to
work". Among all the people I
know, and I am not just talking
about hang gliding instructors,
there is only Steve Hagney who
is this charitable.
"But hang gliding pilots are poor
and can't pay for lessons", you
might argue.
"O.K. give them
a free GTR into the bargain,
someone else will pay for it as
well", is my answer. Hang gliding pilots are poor because they
need the time to hang glide.
There is not a thing wrong with
this - it is their individual, legitimate choice.
But why should
the taxpayers or the Steve Hag-

I

that many instructors are great
pilots, some even great teachers
but very few could write as
well as you and Ian do. I know
- that should not stop them, but
it's human to show off what you
are good at.
J. Selby.
Editor's Note:
At the risk of sounding pedantic,
I feel compelled to point out a
few facts at the base of this
argument that seem to have been
conveniently forgotten in thiS,
and other letters.
1.

Most pilots these days, go
through a basic course of
lessons under the tutelage of
a
professional
instructor.
These courses usually involve
between tht;ee and six practical lessons, at around fifty
dollars per lesson, plus some
basic theory.

2.

On completing such courses,
some pilots elect to take a
short, "intermediate" course,
or a series of individual lessons on specific aspects of
intermediate flight.
Unlike
the basic course, many pilots
either choose not to take
these courses, cannot afford
them, or find them unavallable.

3.

The "post school/pre-flying"
stage is the single most dangerous and frustrating period
of any pilot's flying career.
Having learnt how to operate
a hang glider, the novice
now has to learn how to
FL Y. It is imperative that
pilots receive as much guidance and support as possible
this
time,
which
during
usually spans about thirty flying days.

4.

Although some schools offer
very
good
intermediate
courses, it is well beyond
the physical and commercial
capacity of even the largest
schools to provide the necessary level of support to all
pilots.

5.

Local clubs already exist in
some areas, and with the
support and encouragement
of the H.G.F~A. and State
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Associations,
could
provide
a network of support whic;l,
in
co-operation
with
the
schools, would fill in many
of
the
currently existing
gaps in our instruction and
training system.
Over the past two years, first as
AIRWAVES editor, and then as
SKYSAILOR
editor,
I
have
devoted considerable effort to
championing the cause of the novice pilot, only once making any
sort of criticisms of the conduct
of the professional schools (see
AIRWAVES editorial Oct. '84).
In the September issue, Ian J arman chose to characterise this
approach as "continued denigration
of the professional school system
under the guise of informed editorial comment". The obvious nonsense of such a claim is easily

exposed by a quick review of the
July editorial, to which he was
objecting.
My note following.
Ian's letter merely pointed out
to Ian that, had he read the July
editorial more closely, he would
have realised that his fears were
baseless, as indeed are most of
your objections to the note.
For instance, your insistance that
I am somehow advocating that
professional
instructors
should
teach for free is nothing short
of ludicrous. At no time in any
of my editorials have I advocated
such a course. Nor did I, as you
suggest, "tell Ian off" for not
contributing
to
SKYSAILOR.
What I did say was: "With regard
to your (Ian's) comments about
the lack of positive articles
about hang gliding businesses, it

seems that no-one has ever bott
ered to contribute one".
I ca
only marvel at the extraordinar
feat of imagination it must hav
taken to characterise this state
ment as a personal attack.
When I took over as editor,
made a commitment to publisl
all members' letters unedited
Since then I have come unde
considerable pressure from man:
quarters to reneg~ on this. Whil.
I can assure readers that I an
not contemplating such a course
letters such as this, which ignofl
the facts and thus contribut.
nothing to the debate only ten(
to lend weight to the argument:
of those who would advocatE
censorship.

U.L.F.S. SWIFT (P.R.3)

nsw

In great condi tion,
in colour.

(no

prangs),

red

$500.00 O.N.O.
MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)
Black l.e. red, yellow, white.
ent condition.

Excell-

$1,200.00 O.N.O.

PROBE 2 (P.R.3) 175

Phone: David (02) 32 2437

Red L.E., Under surface, white mainsail, low hours, excellent condition.

WANTED - MOYES MARS 150
in very good to excellent
for lightweight beginner.

Paul Bardsley,
38 Pay ten Street,
Kogarah Bay. N.S.W. 2217

$1,150.00.
condition

Please ring Barbara on
(02) 20 1451 (business)
( 02) 84 0221 ( home)

Phone: Phil (02) 499 2670 (a.h.)
SWIFT 160 (P.R.3)
Brown
and
yellow,
Sleeved keel.

good

U.L.F.S. SWIFT 160 (P.R.3)

Make me an offer.

Mint condition.
Red/gold crisp and
tight sail.
Always used with tender
loving care.
Ready for many solid
seasons of XC.
Good, strong, reliable
glider to start inland flying.
Spare
upright for nicks.

Phone: Wayne (044) 48 7511

Phone: Peter Gray (02) 85 3503 (home)
(02) 868 1666 (work)

condition.

MOYES G.T. 190 (P.R.
White Tempercote L.E.
White Trailing
Edge. Light Blue Undersurface and keel
pocket.
King Post fairing.
Only 40
hours.
Will swap for a G.T. 170 or
G.T.R. 162 with cash adjustment.
Phone: Hans Streller (060) 25 3359
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WANTED:

E.F.5 RIGID WING

Please send any information, including
colour photo, stating age and condition, and all relevant details, e.g.
size,
professional or .amateur construction, to:
John stewart,
P.O. Box 130,
Whangaparaoa,
Auckland,
NEW ZEALAND.

MOYES MEGA II (P.R.1)
"Channel 10" kite with swivel crossbar, parachutes Aust. stirrup harness
and aintree helmet.
$790.00 O. N.U.
Phone:

Paul -

Ph. N.Z 0942-48608

qld

GYRO 160 (P.R.1)
Good cond i t i on.

$1 , 400.00 .
+

2 RADIOS

(059) 77 6624

MEGA II (P.R.1)
Harness,
parachute,
r adio
and
tow
br i dl e. Complete package deal - $1,200

Realistic 1 - 6 channel hand -held,
- 18 channel.
$1 50 .00 f or t h e two.

Phone : Bob Stewa r t

Pho ne: Berna r d ( 046) 25 5158

MOYES G. T . 170 (P.R.3)

MOYES MISSILE 180 (P . R. 3)

Whi te mainsa i l , b lue leading edge and
u nder surfac e, red keel pocket.
Good
flier, good order.

Very good cond ition ,
little flown.
Will sell for $700. 00 O.N .0. or swap
for Mars or Mega II in very good condition with possible financial adjustment.
Phone: Charles

(02) 587 3747

ULTRALIGHT QUICKSILVER MX
EIPPER AIRCRAFT U.S.A.
430 cc.
30 h.p.
twin,
three axis
controls, new sails.
A well maintained unit.
Selling due to Hang Glider
commi t t ments .
$6,300.00
Phone: Robert Pendleton
(02) 997 3465 (b.h.)
(02) 918 0152 (b.h . )

sa
I MOYES MlSsrLE (P.R.3)
Excellent condition.
Must sell as going overseas. White, blue, black.
$800.00 O.N.O.
Phone: Peter

- (08) 46 5647

(077 ) 79 7200 (b. h. )
( 077) 7? 28 81 (a. h .)

$900.00
Phone: Wayne (fanatic) (075) 58 4267
E.F.5 10 Metre (P.R.3)

7/ 8 " Leading edges
Red and white.
1/"
and keel.
4 double sleeved trailing edges.
Folding A-frame, white coated bottom
wires. Rebuilt for a trike but can't
afford a Power Plant.
Yours for only $300.0 0 plus freight.
Wri t e t o:
J. Freeman,
Mary Creek Road,
Gympie. 4570
ASCENDER (Ultralight)
Wi th new Flege 3 Wing and Rotax 277
engine. Two months' old, 20 hours airtime.
5 gallon tank, giv i ng 250 mile
range.
Specially designe d and bu il t
cockpi t
and
canard.
Many
extras.
First to see will buy.
$3,000.00
Ring Graham for test fly:
(07) 377 9264 (work)
(07) 201 3453 (home)

i
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GETTING OUT OF SPORT SALE - URGENT I
G.T. 170 (P.R.3)
Factory V.G. Yellow L/E, Blue U/S with
part rainbow.
Remainder white. Plain
sail cloth, good condition, no stretch
and few marks. 20 months' old
70
hours.
Well packed to prevent chaffing etc.
Owner's manual, batten profile. Recent inspection.
$1,250.

MAGIC III (P.R.4)
Only 12 months' old. Sandwich mylar
sail, Fairing on uprights and king
post, speedbar and V. G. Leading edge
has patches (ask me how) but glider
still flies well and is
EXCELLENT VALUE at $995.00
(Note: at this price I
my mother-in-law).

won't throw in

Phone: Jerry on (07) 399 6108

MEGA II 170 (P.R.1)

Will Freight.

Red L/E and last 2 tip panels. Sail
good condition - 1 owner - 60 hours.
Swivel X bars.
Nice Larger A-frame.
Glider flies well and in good trim.
OWner's manual and batten profile with
pIA prone harness.

+

COCOON HARNESS
to suit 5' 9" to 6' 2" pilot in vey good
condition.
Has storage area and parachute holder as well as radio holder.
Phone: Jerry on (07) 399 6108

$790.00
Price: $99.00
MOYES BACK PACK HARNESS
Will Freight
Silver with rainbow strips suit any
colour glider with modified C.B. holder - 50 XC with no problems. Tow loops
etc. Suit 5'11" to 6' 2" pilot.

+

APRON HARNESS
Sui t beginner learning to fly prone.
Very good condition. Adjustable stirrup to fit all sizes.

$140.00
REALISTIC SW 6 ch. C.B.

Only $45.00
with mi fitted with bracket to clip on
A-frame. Suits above harness.

Will Freight.
Phone: Jerry (07) 399 6108

$80.00
MOYES PARACHUTE

SABRE 177 (P.R.4)
Always cared for -

$290.00
Flies well.

Phone: (075) 32 1031

BALL DIGITAL ALTIMETER/VARIO
in neat,
streamlined f' glass
(original housing available).

Only $900.00.

panel

$490.00
(with 2 Nicads and charger $515).

~DRE

nsw

12V. BATTERY
For extra C. B. useage ( 1 .2 A hr.) (2
x 6V bateries).
All wired to suit
C.B. & 12V (cigarette) charger new.
$45.00
TANDY 40 ch. Car C.B. COMPACT $100.00
Phone: Pat Purcell (079) 72 4278

MOYES MEGA II (P.R.1)
White and blue, good condition.
Alsi
comes with harness, an economical star
to hang gliding.
$550.00 Neg.
Phone: Dave (02) 57 4349
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STANWELL SOARING CENTRE COCOON HARNESS
As new - red with pale blue and purple
detailing - worn once only (some grass
staining) - suit 65 kg. or under, pilot
$150.00
Phone: Alister Brass (02) 33 6738
PARACHUTE MOYES
12 months old - never used. $300.00
Includes deployment bag, bridle, etc.
+

HARNESS PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA
Black, excellent condition.
ium pilot. - $80.00

Suite med-

+

C.B. RADIO
5 watt hand-held. Dick Smith.
Clips
onto A-frame.
Batteries fit into the
unit. $100.00.
Phone: Frank (067) 32 2733 (work)
(067) 32 3306 (home)

BANDIT 180 ( PR 1) Much loved, well
cared for. Black l.e, Light blue,
dark blue a nd white sail. Completely overhauled. Flies well.
$600.
Peter - (02) 456 3372 (h)
(02) 450 2317 (w. morn)
BANDIT (PR1) Red with white trailing edge tape. Excellent condition.
Cocoon harness, parachute, vario
(Hummingbird) and altimeter.
$1350 the lot.
Phil Wri«ht (02) 750 7140 (w)
(02) 642 4446 (h).

GYRO 180 (PR1) Near new. Red, black
gold. Apron Harness, A.S.I, helmet,
carry bag.
$1300 the lot.
Paul (042) 285 21 1x369 (w)
(042) 292 881 (h)

late extra
SABRE 177 (PR4) 1st place 1985 Aus
Nationals. Mylar sail with orange
i.e, gold u.s, white mainsail. Only
one year old. This is simply one of
the best performing gliders around.
Excellent condition. V.B, f~ired
kingpost and speed bar.
$1300 o.n.o.
Phil Flentje - (08)271 0779 (w)
(08 )272 5437 (h)
MARS 170 (PR1) Yellow mainsail,
green i.e. Very low flying time.
$1400
Wayne Nelson (0 6 ) 337 2542 .

Stolen Glider
Moyes GTS 170. White sandwich mainsail, yellow undersurface. Two
small patches near right tip,
di-pole aerial on luff lines, blue
rubber sleeves on both uprights.
Packed in blue Moyes bag with nonstandard, heavy duty nylon zip.
Stolen from Burrs landing paddock,
Mt. Buffalo on Sat . 23/11/85.
REWARD of $100.00 for information
leading to glider's recovery$200.00 if thieves are also caught
and prosecuted.
Contact Ian Rees on (03)762 82 92 (w)
(03)555 4810 (h)

The Nationals
Competitors must meet at the
Dennis Caravan Park, Porpunkah,
for the Qualifier on January 7,
1 ~86 . At 8:30 am.
For the Nationals, on January 11,
1986 at 8:30 am.
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CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE
News Update
By the end of the first week in November a total of 17 pilots have entered the competition.
Most of these pilots come from Queensland which is good to see. Between them they have
entered 14 flights, all of which have been in the open distance category. I guess this will
change if a few flights get entered from the recent competitions in Northern Queensland.
(Maybe next year there should be a category for open distance around a fixed course - a Stanwell Park enduro event!)
Pilots are reminded of a number of changes to the format of the XC league which have been
introduced on a trial basis this year. These include a separate division for lady pilots and
allowing flights in various categories such as nominated goals, out and returns, and triangles.
The best flight in each category scores 1,000 points and all other flights in that category are
scaled from the best. Full details will be forwarded to pilots on receipt of their entry (and
the fee of $5.00 to cover competition administration). Prizes are currently still under negotiation and all offers of sponsorship will be welcomed.
XC LEAGUE STANDINGS
as at 10/11/85
Pilot
LEE Wayne
HUNTER Chris
JENSEN Ken
MACLEAN Ian
RAMSEY Steve
DAVIE Gary

Key:

Fit 1

Fit 2

Fit 3

Fit 4

Fit 5

75.IDc
961

34.0Dc
435

24.0Dc
307

1704

78.IDc
1000

13.8Dc
176

13.4Dc
171

1348

56.1Dc
718

18.0Dc
230

18.0Dc
230

12.0Dc
153

948
9.0Dc
115

36.0Dc
460
8.0Dc
230

Flight Scores
are shown

Total

499
460

17.8Dc
227
75.IDc
961

458
75.1 is distance in kilometres
Dc
is Open Distance category
961 are the points scored

Note: Distances shown are those calculated using the great eirc I e method, using the latitude
and longitude supplied OR the claimed distance if that is significantly less. Where there is a
discrepancy of more than 10 kilometres a "Please Explain" letter will be sent to the pilot in
question.
The following pilots have entered the competition but to date no flight details have been
received.
MOLLISON Paul
PETRIE David
TUCKER Marie

MACRAE Colin
JONES Evan
TUCKER Scott

HAYHOW Bryan
DENNIS Tony
SMITH Greg

ALLAN David
NOTI Myles

Send all entries, offers of sponsorship, etc. to 1985/6 XC LEAGUE, Paul MOLLISON, 8 Brown
Street, ADAMSTOWN. N.S. W. 2289
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By Bill . Davidson
The view is in over-abundance,
The site is Catherine Hill Bay, ' , hearing tuned to the whistle of
North of Swansea on the N.S. W. breezes.
As
wobbly
knees
coastline.
It is early October, increase in strength and ground
1985.
speed, the fr:a~e once neu't now
urges for increased angle of
A blue sun-filled sky glorified attack, the sail , to lift. No, too
Don't lift off,
the morning coastline, whispering soon, not yet!
moderate-to-fresh onshore seduct- fly offf "
ion to all allured. Seemingly in
acceptance and support did the Just a few more paces, relax and
weary ocean roll its shallow-most feed the sail to the sky. So it
fringes and shower upon its back was that a dream was no more
and flying was all to be and had
a snow of friendly white-caps.
'Twas on this day the gods had found a home 'in the groin of my
blessed an inspiration and spurred harness.
upon a dream, a dream of flight.
From those who chose to accept For the next few minutes, in the
such invitation (and there were form of a figure eight, real
many) transpired gleeful antici- exhilaration cast its wavering
pation, clearness of mind and shadow across the contours of
lands so near yet so far away.
eagerness of preparation.

Behold the emergence of still
more skysailors and their blossom' ing cr~ft atop the launch, below!
One last pass, a final bank, a
turn for home.
The underlying
green carpet of my path turns to
gold and the endless stretch of
beachline
forecasts
welcome
return.
But still the intent of this unabating wind is to criticize and
dictate to the sink rate of glider
and all aboard. Go ahead. Do
your worst. Luxury!
Final descent, . airspeed, ground
affect incurred, ease the bar out,
final flare and a reception to
earth as pleasurable as a lover's
rendezvous.

Upon a vast line drawn by the A gasp to the skeletons . of life- May such fond memories never
greetings of land and sea, on one less trees reaching in vain to fade, but long may they be
rekindled.
onlooking hillette, the freckly ensnare!
blooming of delta sail planes
would indeed make for worthy
viewing from above, in turn only
to be surpa'ssed by their graceful
transposition through airspace to
lower ground.
When the procession was at an
end but for one; for but one was
this just the beginning.
Held to ground only by nature's
tender Wishes, and wooed to the
playground of the heavens, a
moment for thought, and a lifetime of breath.
The safety officer had flown and
discussed the aerial rechnics of
conditions relative to landform
and flightpath. '
"Such word as thiS, as came to
be was not unlike a prophecy"
thank you.
The weight of the glider which
once rested on my shoulders was
gone, and in trim nestled in the
bossom of readiness.
The nose-wires required no longer
to be chocked, are released.
Grateful thanks to the green-leaf
nose-man.
/
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

................................................. ,

a member Association of:

(Name of State/Territory Association)

HANG GLIDING
FEDERATION of
AUSTRALIA

To:

The Administrator
H.G.F.A.
14 Balcombe Road
Mentone, Victoria 3194

NEW MEMBER*/RENEWAL*
(Please use BLOCK letters)
Surname

Given names

Membership No.
(if applicable)

Address:

State
Telephone:

Business (
) ••••••••••••••••
(area code)

Postcode

Private (
) •••••••••••••••
(area code)

Occupat ion

Sex:

Citizenship

Date of birth

Da t e j 0 i ned

Pi lot Rating ••••••••••••••••
(if applicable)

FAI Li cence :

No •••••••••••••••••••.•••.•

M*

F*

Issue date ................ ..
Expiry date ................ .

Membership fee enclosed $ •••••••••••••
*

Please delete as appl icable.

DECLARATION
I hereby apply for membership of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
and
understand that
this
entitles me to receive
the national
magazine
"SKYSAILOR" , 3rd Party Insurance up to $1,000,000 (with $200 excess), use of
Association controlled sites and voting privileges at meetings of my State/
Territory Association.
I agree
to abide by
the
constitution;,
rules,
regulations and instructions from officers of the Association.
Signed

th i s

Note:
Individual pilots can only join
Each Association is a member of H.G.F.A.

their own State/Territory Association.

;

Copy avai lable from State Secretary.

day of .............. 19 ...

• INSTRUCTION
• GLIDERS
• ACCESSORIES

42 STANWELL AVE,
STANWELL PARK, 2509
PHONE (042) 942545.

GLIDERS-NEW&USED
HARNESSES

FOR A KEEN PRICE, OR TO ARRANGE A TEST FLY
ON YOUR NEXT GLIDER, GIVE US A CALL.

A CHO.lCE OF A BACKPACK COCOON OR AERODYNAMIC POD.

PARACHUTES
CHUTES REPACKED
NOW AVAILABLE: RICH PFEIFFER'S NEW BOOK• Hang Gliding According to Pfeiffer:
Skills For the Advancing Pilot·

IN STR UMENTS SELECT FRa-1 THE RANGE OF:
variometer:
2 vario response
times
(0.7 and 2 sec.)

automatic zero point
adjustment,
temperature stabilized

Altimeter:
high quality electronic instrument
reading range:
20000 feetJ8000m

AFRO '
BALL ,
THOMMEN AN D
HUMM INGB I RD AVAILABLE

~_energy.

PAFRO

altimeter digital/audio

PLUS HELMETS - CARRY BAGS - HANG LOOPS - SPARES ETC. , ..
ALL YOUR HANG GLIDING NEEDS.

8

Lei tokl

Rd

Tarrev

H I II s.

2084.

The

FREE FLIGHT school
Is able to olve
the p i l o t . the vvlde choice o f
equ I pment you deserve ~Just
look at the range!

YOLt

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. ~~

MU

Enterprise Wings

FOIL

GYRO 2

Inco.-"porating ott .... er brancJs sue t l
as B,t::I"LL. L I N DSA Y
nUDDC>CK.
HALL &
L I TE .< (hu rn rni nob l n"J) .

Ttle
of

on

FREE

FLIGHT

per"sonsl.

tt-.e

At-range

GLIDEH
for

school

pr"ofesslonal

a

of
tes t

VC.JUR
f I I ght

Spec I a I thanks to I an &
others for their valuable

Ask ro,.:

FORREST PARK

simply

offers

service

8.

t -t -,e

U-.o best
b e s t daal

CHOIC E .
novv .

.Jane Jarman &
tt-le many
support &
encoul-a gernent.

h/!}/

Y'h- 02
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3LB ~~ CANOPY 295*
INTRODUCTORY OFFER: NORMALLY $375 SAVE $85

Six months of design and testing went into the BULLET CANOPY, backed by
18 years of Textile Engineering knowledge.
Weight savings were achieved by using Kevlar line and tapes.
Bulk was reduced by using a new shaped canopy with improved drag
allowing the BULLET canopy to have the same descent rate as larger less
efficient canopies.
The BULLET CANOPY has the same descent rate as our Back up Chute with
40% less bulk and weight. (see chart)

REMOTE DEPLOY KIT

Also available is our Remote Deploy Kit. This allows you to fit the Bullet
Canopy into our Remote Mount and gives you two methods of deployment
with the one canopy. No other Canopy has this option
Complete Kit with mounts and remote release ripcord $175 (save $20)
*Includes bag and packing, post extra.
J.--------/f

H

101-----~

°

50

100

150

TOTAL 'AYLOAD

200

250

300

350

400 ( lb • . 1

I UNDU 'ARACHUTI I

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
~YD~~r.w~~TH

AVENUE,

Ph (021 2115555

r.
_I
Craven Promotions.

